Daniel Falcone Interviews LaSalle Professor Bertram Strieb

Falcone:

Okay. You ready?

Strieb:

Yeah.

June 3, 2011

Falcone: I am Dan Falcone. I'm here with Dr. Strieb.
Strieb:

It's "Mr.", actually.

'

Falcone: Mr. Strieb, at LaSalle University, Professor of...
Strieb:

Physics.

Falcone: Physics. And today is June 3, 2011. And first off, do I have permission to interview
you for this project?
Strieb:

Yes, you do.

Falcone: Thank you. Can you please state your full name?
Strieb:

Bertram Strieb.

Falcone: Could you please state your address?
Strieb:

709 South 2nd Street, Philadelphial9147

Falcone: Okay. What year ZHUHyou born?
Strieb:

1938.

Falcone: All right. Where were you born?
Strieb:

Philadelphia. South Philadelphia.

Falcone: But what kind of neighborhood was it-the South Philadelphia neighborhood you
were from?
Strieb:

Well that was just the hospital that I was born in.

Falcone: Oh.
(

Strieb:

My first five years or so was spent in North Philadelphia, near 22nd and Venango. I
hardly remember anything about that. But then we moved to West Oak Lane, where I
lived from the time I was about 5 until I entered college, until I was going on 17.

Falcone: Okay. And you've basically lived in Philadelphia for your entire life?
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Whole life. Yeah. When I was in college, my parents had moved out of West Oak
Lane a half block, right outside the city. So technically, I lived in Melrose Park for
four years, but that was it.

Falcone: What kind of schooling did you get as a youngster?
Strieb:

I went to public schools. I went to Rowen 1, which was the neighborhood school in
West Oak Lane-near me in West Oak Lane. And then in probably 4th or 5th grade, I
went to Logan. My mother got quite impatient with what was going on at Rowen
and ...

Falcone: Is this Rowen: R-2-W ... ?
Strieb:

W-E-N.

Falcone: E-N. Okay.
Strieb:

Yeah. And she got impatient with what was going on there. There were a group of
bright kids who were being held back, and I was among them, so she had-she was a
big fighter when it came to our education. And we shifted-I shifted to Logan, and my
brother had also ddone that, I think, before that. My younger brother had shifted before
that. Logan is vvery close to La Salle, it's just a block or two from La Salle. And, at
that time, it was a demonstration2 school. It had a very fine principal and a much better
program. There was much more going on there.

Falcone: What do you mean "a demonstration school"?
Strieb:

I think it was a place where student teachers came in and observed, but I don't
remember anybody coming and observing. Then I went to Wagner Junior High, which
is in West Oak Lane-it was the neighborhood junior high, still there. And, then, in WK
grade, I went to Central for four years, and then I attended the University of
Pennsylvania for four years, on a Mayor's Scholarship.3 And then did graduate work
at Penn, sogot a Master's from there and was working on my PhD. dissertation and
then quit after, in a complicated way. But I'll talk about that, if you're interested.

Falcone: Okay, alright.
Strieb:

Am I talking loud enough?

Rowen is an elementary school still in Philadelphia today. William Rowen was School Board President
in Philadelphia in the 1930s.
2 A demonstration school is a school that featured "leading research and expert feedback on early
education and put it into practice."
3 A Mayor's Scholarship at the University of Pennsylvania was designed to assist Philadelphians to attend
Penn who had fine academics and needed it to be affordable.
1
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Falcone: I think so.
Strieb:

Okay.

Falcone: I mean, you can move in closer. It's [unintelligible]. Okay. What kind of things did
you get from your early childhood education? That you carried forward? And what
.
types o f expenences
....?
[3:48]
Strieb:

Well, I was always a big reader and spent a lot of time at the neighborhood library,
getting books. And, I remember, at that time, there were library cards, they were
stamped by the librarian. And then it was a big deal to fill up the library card and get a
new one. And I loved doing that. But I really loved reading. And I got very much into
mystery stories. And I read a number of different kinds of things. But one of the things
that turned out to be very influential was, I got into mystery stories that had a puzzlelike quality and that had almost a mathematical kind of content to them. Sherlock
Holmes, first of all. And ultimately into Ellery Queen's stuff, about 6th grade or
something. 4 And those were kind of logical puzzles. And I really liked that sort of
thing. And would get very frustrated when I read other mystery stories, where the
logic was incomplete, where you didn't know all the facts, and the reader had no
chance of figuring it out for himself. With the Ellery Queen things, see, the authors
made a big deal out of the fact that you had all the facts that were needed to solve the
thing yourself if you wanted to. If you were as clever as the detective was, you would
be able to solve it yourself. And that was true. But lots of other mystery stories, facts
were missing and things, and it wasn't fun in the same kind of way. And then I found
that when I got to high school and had geometry in high school in I Oth grade, a lot of
the logical stuff that I had really appreciated in reading the detective stories, and also
in doing lots of mathematics puzzles, showed up in the geometry, in proving
geometric theorems. And I really locked into that and really, really liked that. My
father was a physician but was really a frustrated mathematician, and did a lot of
puzzles and really encouraged us to think about puzzles and things. And so that had a
big influence on me.

Falcone: So your exposure to this type of literature made you interested in science?
Strieb:

4
5

Probably more mathematics than anything else. I mean, my interest in science grew
from something else. Around 1948, there was a broadcast-I'm pretty sure a four-part
broadcast-on the radio. This was before commercial television, real commercial
television. Of something called "The Quick and the Dead". 5 And Bob Hope was the
narrator. And it was the history of the atomic bomb, which was really only three years
old at that time. I got very interested in nuclear physics and wrote away to General
Electric and maybe the Atomic Energy Commission. I don't remember, but I know I

Fictional character and stories written by two cousins in the Depression Era
Show about the development of the Atomic Bomb, 1950.
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wrote to General Electric, which was selling nuclear reactors, and still does. And they
had little comic books and other things, explaining the way things work. I got very
interested in it as a consequence of that. I did a lot of reading in science, and I also had
chemistry sets and stuff that I used all the time. I was not that interested in natural
history things. It tended to be physical science.

Falcone: When you entered the high school were you thinking about a career in science? Or
was it still up in the air?
[7:27]
Strieb:

I don't think I was thinking about a career at all. But I did know I was interested in it. I
didn't know that what it turned out I was interested in was called physics, until I
actually had a physics course in high school in 12th grade, where I realized this was the
stuff I really was interested in. And also, the two teachers I had were really terrible. I
realized that I was interested in it despite them. But before that, I had been really
turned on by mathematics. I had a wonderful 9th grade-at that time, there were A and
B classes. The year was broken up into A and B, so you can actually enter in February.
And in 9A, I had first semester of algebra, and I had a marvelous teacher named
Bernie Warshaw, at Central, right here. 6 And the algebra just went down very
smoothly. And Central had-1 don't know if they still have it or not-but they had a
student tutoring service, where students would come after school who were adept at a
particular subject. And other students who needed help would come down and could
be tutored by them. And in 9B, I was already tutoring new kids who were coming in in
9A and having trouble with algebra. And it became pretty clear to me-l don't know
whether I was conscious of it or not-but, that I really like teaching and that stuff
along mathematical Iine(s) was right up my alley and that I could explain it pretty
well.

Falcone: What do you think was the difference between the good teachers and the bad teachers
that you had in your student life? Just, what constitutes a good teacher?
Strieb:

I had some bad teachers, who, it was pretty clear, knew a lot about material-I'm
thinking in high school-but who were very lazy. And I remember several people who
were really lazy. And I had some very good teachers who were-I, I remember one
guy particularly in high school who was very-in my senior year, who was very
authoritarian. My mother had actually had him as a teacher, so he was quite old. And
he was very authoritarian but very demanding, and, and he was really good. What I
saw with the really good teachers was that they took the stuff seriously. They were
really dedicated to it. And somehow wanted to get it across to people and were able to,
able to do that. And there were a number of teachers who played a very influential role
in my life. Both people I had or people who I saw lecturing on video or something,

6

Warshaw was a noted teacher from Central High School.
http://www.westga.edul-integers/prefaceCant2005.pdf
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and who I modeled my own work after, when I finally began teaching. But there has to
be a commitment to the subject, and to the importance of the subject. And wanting to
share it-that kind of love of it that you want to share with other people. If you don't
like it, then-if you're just going through the motions-or if you don't really
understand it, you're not going to do a good job. One of the things that I've done in
the last 15 years-my last 15 years of teaching were largely devoted to working with
Elementary Ed. teachers-a science and math course for them-and most of them
have had really bad science and math experiences in school. And, I think, a large
majority of them probably have gotten by in their science and math courses by
memorizing stuff, but without really understanding it. They think that science, in
particular, is memorizing a bunch of facts and don't see it as a process. My job in that
course was primarily to convince them that this was a kind of process that they could
take part in-and help kids take part in-if they just opened up their mind and were
willing to think about things, as opposed to just memorizing stuff. 7
Falcone: Do you think kids should memorize the Periodic
Strieb:
Falcone:
Strieb:

No!
Table?
What a stupid thing. It's really idiotic.

Falcone: I mean, that's just something you could make-you could reference. And if you
reference it enough, you'll learn them that way. I see kids with flash cards
memorizing..
Strieb:

No, no, that's-any teacher, any teacher that has-any chemistry teacher that has kids
doing that does not know how to teach chemistry. I would say that, without much risk
ofbeing-1 mean, that's just a waste of time. I mean, there are all kinds of other things
that you could be doing with kids that they could be learning something. And it just
makes them hate the subject, first of all. I mean, how could you like it if you have to
do that? And it's pointless. I mean, you look it up and if you need it..And it's stuff
where.

Falcone: Did you experience that type of thing?
Strieb:

7

Very little, actually. There was very little unnecessary memorizing. Actually, an
amusing thing was, when I was in graduate school, I did a lot of tutoring to earn some
extra money. I was married then, already. And one kid I tutored had-who was, I
think, in junior high-had to do the mathematical equivalent of memorizing the
Periodic Table. And, that is, had to learn the algorithm for taking cube root-not
square root, I had learned the algorithm for taking square root, and it's just a pain in

http://sdsu-physics.org/sdsu per/articles/Mazurpubs 89.pdf
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the neck, and I don't quite remember it-but cube root, which is much, much longer,
and completely pointless. And that's the equivalent of learning the Periodic Table,
memorizing the Periodic Table. It's one thing to understand the Periodic Table and
have some idea about the history of the thing and what it means. But to memorize it is
ridiculous. And something happened about 20 years ago. I realized I had forgotten the
algorithm for taking square root. And I was relieved actually, to fmd out it was gone.
Because if you want to take square root, and you don't have a calculator available,
what you do is you guess what the square root of the number is, and you multiple the
number by itself and see whether you get what you're trying to find the square root of.
If you get something bigger, you try a smaller number. If you get something smaller,
you try a bigger number. And you keep zeroing in on the right answer. That makes
sense. You can understand that, but I never understood the algorithm for taking the
square root. My guess is that the people who taught me didn't understand the
algorithm. So what was the point of it?
Falcone: Yeah, that's interesting. What can you remember of the courses or the teachers at
Central that made you want to go to Penn or made you want to ...
Strieb:

I didn't particularly want to go to Penn.

Falcone: Oh, you did not want to go to Penn?
Strieb:

No.

Falcone: Well, when did you start thinking about University of Pennsylvania? By what stage
and ...
Strieb:

I actually wanted to go to Temple, and I had a scholarship to Temple. And most of my
better friends were going to Temple. And I guess I kind of wanted to be with them.
But I won a Mayor's scholarship, which was free tuition at Penn. My father had had
one also, long ago. And I didn't particularly like Penn, but it supposedly was better. So
I went to Penn instead of Temple.

Falcone: Were there any teachers at Central that were starting to help you develop your
intellectual ...
Strieb:

Yeah, this guy, Bernie Warshaw, in algebra. The political science teacher I mentioned,
[Julius] Greenstein. That was in senior year.

[15:46]
Falcone: Yeah, tell me about Greenstein. Like the social aspects of your everyday life or social
relevance. Who, sort of, put you on this path of recognizing injustice?
Strieb:

Well, he certainly didn't-! n fact, he didn't at all.
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Falcone: Oh, because he was the authoritarian?
Strieb:

He wasvvery authoritarian guy. He ran the classroom a very authoritarian way. And
you would recite. But what we had to do was memorize portions of the Constitution.
We had to recite them, but we had to understand them, though. I mean, we discussed
them. And he was a lawyer. And I think that was part of his legal training that he had.
It certainly made sense, that lawyers had to know the Bill of Rights by heart, I think.

Falcone: Oh, I would hope so.
Strieb:

Because they have to refer to it and stuff. So I had a really fine but somewhat crazy
Latin teacher for three years-Sandstrom, his name was. I forget what his first name
was. But who always wore the same shiny black suit and black tie. And had been
wearing the same suit for the last 30 years. Because my friend, whose father had had
him, and he wore the same suit then.

Falcone: Did you have to wear a tie to Central?
Strieb:

No, I just wore jeans and tee shirts. Pretty much what I wear nnow. I can't think of any
other math teachers who were good. I had a really KRUULEOHtrig teacher, I remember.
Really lazy history teacher. He used to actually take his shoes off and put on bedroom
slippers in class. Where there was a lot of cheating going on, I remember. That
offended me. Biology was awful. Physics was terrible. What there were, were a bright
group of guys-it was all male at that time-it was a bright, bright group of guys.
There was a lot of stimulation from the other students.

Falcone: What year did that change?
Strieb:

About 1970. Girls were admitted. And two of our kids went to Central. And one of
them was in the last all-male class. The youngest one was in the last all-male class.
But our three sons were either close friends or boyfriends of, I think, four of the six
girls that integrated the school originally. Those girls were really, really impressive
people. 8

Falcone: Did you ever go back, after? After you graduated?
Strieb:

Yeah, I've been back.

Falcone: Just alumni functions or... ?
Strieb:

I avoid alumni functions.

Falcone: Yeah. You went back to see your kid's teachers, or ...

8

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central High School (Philadelphia) It may have been 1983.
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I went back, I think, when there was some physical change in the school. And I was
teaching here, and I was teaching a night class. So I just walked over there. And I
contribute to the alumni. And I contributed some money to the school-in particular to
the library. And may try to leave some books to the library there, if they're interested.

Falcone: But it still looks like it's a good school.
Strieb:

I think it's a good solid school. It's like the United Nations there. It's really
tremendously varied. It's a very varied population. And far improved as a result of
having girls there. They were in bad trouble before girls entered. Enrollment had really
gone down. It was necessary to add girls. The same was true here, at La Salle. Adding
women has been very important. I think the population here is about the same as it is
nationally. It's about 58% women and about 42% men.9

Falcone: Oh, here?
Strieb:

Yeah. I think we're a good sample of the national thing. And women, I think, are still,
in a very large percentage of the academic leadership roles here. This place would be a
bit troubled academically if it wasn't for women.

Falcone: Yeah. I'm sure. What kind of family did you have growing up? What [unintelligible]
childhood ...
Strieb:

Well, my father was a physician. My mother was a housewife. She had been a school
secretary. And she was involved in a number of volunteer activities. And I'm the
oldest of four boys. The youngest was killed in an automobile accident, about 1970.

[Interviewer expresses sympathy in this response and you can hear a light spoken, "sorry," other
light spoken words are noted as, ''unintelligible"]
Falcone: But the other three of us all majored in Physics at various places. And my brother
who's right under me, who's two years younger than me, teaches Physics at Villanova.
And has for a long time.
Falcone: Is he Penn-trained?
Strieb:

9

He went to graduate school for a while at Penn. He got his PhD from Bryn Mawr
though. And he went to Temple though. And the youngest one was a Physics major at
Haverford. But learned Fortran at the time. 10 And, at that time, that was a major skill.
And I don't think he wanted to go into physics or graduate school. So he became an IT
(mformation technology] person. And so, over the years, has been big into computers.
He's retired now.

http://www.nber.org/digest/jan07/w12139.html
http://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Fortran

10
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Falcone: They stay in the Philly area or... ?
Strieb:

They're all in the Philly area. Although the youngest one-he and his wife were in the
Peace Corpsfor two years, in Romania. They are going back in the Peace Corps-I
think in August or September-and they're going to Kenya for two years, so ... his
wife in particular is an insane traveler, so ... she has wanderlust ... much, much, much,
much, much more than I do. (sounds ofStrieb pouring a drink)

Falcone: How about your college education? Can you discuss being a student at Penn? How
you got in there? Is that where you met your wife?
[22:04]
Strieb:

Yeah, I was a Physics major at Penn-well, I would like to say a little bit more about
my family. My father was always interested in puzzles and mathematics, as I pointed
out. My mother was kind of interested in social causes. And-while I don't think she
ever really played any kind of active role in anything outside synagogue kinds of
stuff-there was always, kind of, a liberal sense. I remember receiving a daily
newspaper called PM that was published in New York, during the Second World War
and immediately after the Second World War which was a very progressive
magazine-newspaper, rather. And I mean, I knew there was something different
about it from the Philadelphia papers. And I remember she had records at home about
brotherhood of man and stuff like that too. 11, 12

Falcone: So she was appreciative towards Solidarity Movements, probably?
Strieb:

Yeah, I mean, she was very enthusiastic about Henry Wallace, his candidacy in 1948,
I remember. 13 My father much less so. He was much more conservative. He was a
registered Republican, actually. But the reason-he wasn't that conservative-the
reason was that he was with the Department of Public Health in Philadelphia. He had
given up his practice, or ultimately gave up his practice. And, at that time, the city was
run by the Republican Party. And it was almost necessary to be Republican to keep
your job. So he was registered as a Republican. I don't think he ever voted
Republican, but ...

Falcone: It was just to satisfy the guild?
Strieb:

Yes. What you asked about Penn ...

Falcone: Yeah, about Penn. How you became a student there and what ...

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PM <newspaper)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brotherhood of Man
13 Wallace was also Vice President under FOR, he was replaced by Truman.

11

12
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Well, I got a scholarship there. I was not a resident student. I was a commuter student.
And many of the people who had Mayor Scholarships who were among the best
students at Penn. Penn was a very different place at the time. It was, sort of, third-rate
Ivy League at the time. And, supposedly, is much better now than it was then.

Falcone: What's a first and second-tier Ivy? You mean, like, Princeton?
Strieb:

Harvard, Princeton.

Falcone: Harvard, Princeton?
Strieb:

Yale. Things like that. Penn was at a very different place and ...

Falcone: Columbia, as well?
Strieb:

Columbia was better. I'm pretty sure Columbia was better than Penn. I was not
impressed by my education at Penn. I had - for Physics courses - I was a Physics
major there and for physics classesI had maybe three really good teachers. And a
whole bunch of mediocreand really terrible teachers. People who were really bad.
Teaching undergradstudeQts was not a prized thing for-it was not valued that highly.
But I had several really, really good teachers there.

Falcone: Penn might be like that a little bit now, right? Where it's a research ...
Strieb:

Oh, it's a research IDFLOLW\but, I think, there's no question about it, there's more
attention paid to undergraduates now. When I was a undergraduate, I was only there 3
1/2 yearsI fortunately, got sick about three weeks into my freshmen year. I had an
intestinal thing. I had to drop out the first semester. I had been very unhappy there and
probably would have flunked courses, the way things were going. But had to drop out
because of illness. When I came back, I was much better. And able to get involved in
stuff. But, being a commuter, I wasn't at all involved in anything going on, on
campus. If there was anything on campus. It was, basically, no political life that I can
tell. And none that I ever heard of, at any rate. And commuter students, who probably
don't exist anymore-commuting undergraduates are very rare birds-were, sort of,
not part of what was normally going on there. My wife was also a commuter student
too and had a scholarship. She was two years after me.

Falcone: Was she a Central High student?
Strieb:

No. She actually went to Haverford High School.

Falcone: It was all boys, anyway.
Strieb:

Right. She went to Haverford High School. At that part of her life, she lived in the
suburbs.
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Falcone: That school is still there. The Haverford Township High School.
Strieb:

Yeah.

Falcone: So what year did you finish at Penn, as an undergrad?
Strieb:

'59.

Falcone: '59 okay.
Strieb:

And there were ten Physics majors. One woman. Most of the Physics majors, at least
half the physics majors were like me-commuters who were Mayor's Scholarship
students. And my guess is, probably seven of us were. And, I mean, I can tell you
about one experience at Penn, which I think illustrates how different it is-I hope it
illustrates how different it is. I was very interested in music. And probably as a junior
or senior, I wanted to take a history of music course. So this must have been about
1958. And I registered for this course. And there were 300 people in the class. And it
turned out, it was 299 Wharton (UPenn) students ... and me. And every one of the other
students in there already knew the answers to the questions that were going to be on
the tests before they entered the class. They were all in fraternities. And they couldn't
have cared less, from what I could tell. They couldn't have cared less about the course.
And I was interested in this stuff. The guy who was teaching it was totally
incompetent. And knew that it was a game-that he was playing the game with the
students. I seemed to be the only one who wasn't playing the game. He was cynical.
They were cynical. And I wasn't smart enough to be cynical about the whole thing.

Falcone: Yeah, that's frustrating. When did you know that you wanted to teach-at what point
in your university education...
Strieb:

I knew I wanted to teach when I was in high school.

Falcone: Okay. So, then, what was your first experience teaching? Were you still as a student in
college, or did you wait to finish?
Strieb:

Well, all· through college, I·tutored· for money. And, then, when I· went into graduate
school, we got married as I was entering graduate school. And my wife was still an
undergraduate. She had two more years of undergraduate to do. And I had an
assistantship which, sort of, kept us alive and paid the rent. But to earn a little bit of
extra money, I would do some tutoring. And I really enjoyed doing that. It's not
something I've continued doing; But it was a goodway of earning some extra money.
And I actually still tutor elementary school kids for free, I mean, at our neighborhood
elementary school. I was there yesterday. I tutored four groups of kids. And then
formal teaching in front of a class, I did, probably, my third year of graduate school. I
think I taught a lab. And then I know I taught several lectures when my thesis advisor
had to go somewhere. He asked me to cover some lectures on Quantum Mechanics, so
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No, no. College. A number of colleges. They were just handwritten letters. They
weren't even typed. They were just handwritten letters. And I got a reply from La
Salle. I'm not sure I heard from anybody else. But I came here. The Physics
Department here was just beginning to come alive. It was right after Sputnik. 17 And
there was interest in teaching science. And there was interest in Catholic universities
in, sort of, getting up to date. At least, that's my understanding, that Catholic colleges
had been Vort backwater and had been glorified high schools. And for the most
part-and, I mean, there are exceptions, certainly. Places like Fordham and Notre
Dame were exceptions, but, Georgetown-But, La Salle was, I think, a kind of
backwater. And there were a number of brothers who were really trying to
[unintelligible] ·it·up. At least, this is my understanding. Into something· much more
reputable and much more serious. And part of that was getting a decent SK\VLFVmajor
here. And so there was a Christian brother, Mark Guttman, who hired me. 8 They had
had some very bad experiences with some off-the-wall people teaching physics, who
just were intolerable. And so they hired me. I was working for a highly reputableand my dissertation was under a very important guy at Penn who had just published a
really important text and ...

of a

Falcone: Yeah. Who was that?
Strieb:

Herbert Callen, his name was. 19 He died a number of years ago. And, so, I came with
good recommendations and·a good-background. And.the students really liked me. The
guy next store, for H[DPSOHSteve Longo, was in the first class that I taught. He was a
senior when I got here. 2

[34:49]
Falcone: And, then, where did he go ...
Strieb:

He went to Lehigh for graduate school and then to Notre Dame. He got his PhD from
Notre Dame. And then came back here and has been teaching here for 40 years or so.

Falcone: Wow. So how many years have you been teaching here?

The Soviets in 1947 made Sputnik, the first human-made object launched into orbit.
Joseph A. Guttmann entered the De La Salle Christian Brothers in 1942 and received the religious
name of Brother Emmeran Mark. tn 1966, when the Christian Brothers were allowed to revert to their full
baptismal names, or to retain part of their religious name, he opted for the latter (Brother Mark Guttmann).
He taught physics at La Salle 1954-1956 and 1962-1967, and he studied for his doctorate between these
two periods. After post-doctoral study (1967-1968); Brother Mark returned to La Salle to continue
teaching. He withdrew from the Christian Brothers in 1977 and married Vera Duvall in 1979, and became
known to his students and confreres as Dr. Mark Guttmann. Retirement in 1998 ended nearly four
decades of service to La Salle. (lasalle.edu Provost's page)
19 Renowned physicist, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herbert Callen
20 Current LaSalle Physics Professor
17
18
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I taught people who may have known more Quantum Mechanics than I did at the time.
I don't know. But I gave several lectures. I remember, that was a real privilege to do. 14
Falcone: Yeah, that sounds important. What, made you ... Is your wife a teacher as well?
[30:41]
Strieb:

Yeah. She's been retired for about ten years. She taught for 31 years in Philadelphia
schools. She taught mainly first and second grade. When she first started, she taught
kindergarten for a year. And then she taught preschool kids in England, as a Fulbright
Exchange teacher, LQaround 1987, I think. That was for a year. 15
(-.

Falcone: 31 years in Philly-wow.
Strieb:

And she's written a couple ofbooks about it, so ...

Falcone: Okay. What are the titles of those books? (unintelligible) offhand ....
Strieb:

One was called, I think, A Philadelphia Teacher's Journal. I think that's what it was
called. And the recent one, that was just published a year ago, was called Inviting
Families into the Classroom. That was published by Teachers College Press. The
other one published by the University of North Dakota Press. 16

Falcone: You can get them on Amazon?
Strieb:

Oh, yeah. Yeah. Yeah. The one from the University of North Dakota Press is out of
print, but there may be used copies of the old ones.

Falcone: Right. Okay. What led you to La Salle University? Teaching at La Salle?
Strieb:

Well, I was probably in the end of my second year working on my dissertation, so it
was my fourth year of graduate school. And I wasn't getting anywhere. I, really, only
wanted to teach. I didn't want to do research. I hated it. I wasn't good at it. And I just
didn't want to do it. And I thought that, possibly, starting to teach might, sort of,
jump-start me. It might give me some motivation to get back seriously to work on the
dissertation. So I sent out letters. I had never heard the word "resume". And have
never written a resume in my life. But I sent letters to a number oflocal schools.

Falcone: High schools?

The science that studies the interaction of energy and matter
The Fulbright Program allows for grants and international exchange programs
16 http://www.amazon.com/Philadelphia-teachers-journai-Monograph-Evaluation/dp/B0006EICAA,
http://www.amazon.com/lnviting-Families-into-Ciassroom-Practitioner/dp/0807750824

14
15
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About 45, since-I think I started in fall of 1964. I've been retired for a year, year and
a half. But they still let me have this office. That should probably be cut out of the
tape, or they'll take the office away from me.

Falcone: Okay. (laughter) When did you start to notice that, maybe, your professional career
was going to combine with your social outlook? And, this being the 60's and being ...
Strieb:

21

22

Well, I had not much had ... I'm very much a child of the 50's. And not of the 60's,
so much. And there was just no political involvement. There was a young woman who
I was very friendly with who was involved in political stuff at Temple and Markets
(meant Americans, and not "Markets") for Democratic Actions. 21 So, it was, sort of,
liberal stuff. And, as I said, there's nothing that I was aware of that was going on at
Penn. One of the people who was a Physics major with me-a woman who wound up
being a mathematics professor at Temple and has now retired-was very politically
aware. And we were friendly with her and her husband while I was in graduate school.
And Diane and her husband, I think, were either communists or had lots of friends
who were communists. Diane, at least, was a ''red diaper baby. " 22 Her family were
communists. So she was very involved with progressive kinds of stuff. And they made
me aware of certain things. So, for example, she introduced me to I.F. Stone, who was
a famous and very important journalist, who was writing about the Vietnam War and
other things, before anybody else was aware of it. He published a little newsletter,
which my wife and I started subscribing to in the early 60's, shortly after we were
married. It made me very aware of stuff that hardly anybody else knew anything
about. He was, sort of, on top of things. He had written for PM. And he had written for
The Nation. And continued to do so. But both of these women were very politically
aware. And I became more aware of things. Then my wife graduated college in 1961.
We had been married for two years. She got a fellowship and went to graduate school
at Penn in History of Art, which had been her undergraduate major. And she almost
got a Master's but really hated it. It was-I won't even go into that. But a friend of
hers was teaching kindergarten. And Lynne went and observed and just absolutely fell
in love with it. And the following year, she started teaching kindergarten. And she
integrated the school in North Philadelphia. It's, basically, on Temple's campus. It
was the student body and the faculty, were all African-American. So this was in 1963,
I guess, that she integrated the school. And she taught there for years, a long-term sub.
And that was the year the Martin Luther King March thing in Washington. And we
both went down. But, before that, probably in 1962-no, no, probably 1961 or so-'60, '61-when the demonstrations had started in the South, at Woolworths,
integrating lunch counters. I got involved in - I never went south. But Woolworths was
a five-and-dime chain here, nationally. And there were Woolworths in Philadelphia,
and there was one on Chestnut Street, like, on the 1600 block of Chestnut, I think. And
there was picketing that went on there. And I remember picketing there. I never
picketed anything in my life. And that was considered radical at the time. And, then,
we went down to Washington in 1963. I got involved in some other Civil Right's

http://www.adaction.org/media/Low%201ncome%20Housing.pdf
An American child born of communist parents
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stuff. And she was certainly involved in it, as a result of her teaching stuff, in a very
direct way. And, then, we went down to the March in Washington, in the fall of 1963,
I guess, when our son was--maybe that was after she had finished teaching. She was
pregnant, so she must have taught from September, 1962, until spring of 1963 at
Dunbar in North Philadelphia. And then she was pregnant-our first son was born in
December of 1963. So, she was about six months pregnant when we went to the
March on Washington. And her family was very much against it. They were afraid of
violence and stuff. And there was no violence. Everything was fine. But we listened
we used to regularly listen to Malcolm X on the radio and other people of that ilk, on
the radio. That we were very much involved in stuff. And she, in particular, after our
kids were·born, got very involved· in school·issues, in Germantown. And; then, I did;
too. I was in a Community Control Board for a school in Germantown for a number of
years. And this school was opening. We were trying to do some community control
thing. It never worked out. Like I said, it was a bust, but ...
[40:56}
Falcone: Okay. Well, do you remember the Vietnam era at La Salle?
Strieb:

Yes.

Falcone: And being a teacher?
Strieb:

Yeah. I started here, I think, in 1964. Depending where you date it from, the war
started in 1962, something like that. The United States had sent "advisors". (In
quotation marks there.) And the election of 1964, was when Johnson and Goldwater
ran against one another. And Kennedy had been assassinated. And Johnson was not
going to escalate the war. And Goldwater was dangerous. Because, then, Johnson won
in a landslide and then immediately escalated the war. And sent large numbers of
troops. I was teaching here at the time. And, probably in 1965 or 1966--I'm not sure
of the dates-a number of college teachers in the area got together. I was informed of
this somehow. I don't know how. But got together and began to try to set up draft
counseling on their campuses. And I got involved in that. I remember meeting at
people's homes and things. With a number of other faculty members, I was a, sort of,
key person, setting up draft counseling here. Which ultimately got taken over by some
students who were vets, around 1969. These guys took it over and did a much better
job. But a number of us got trained as draft counselors and did a bunch of draft
counseling. So we were prepared to tell people about conscientious objecting.

Falcone: Did it have a name, the outfit? Was itjust''draft counseling"?
Strieb:

23

I don't remember. I don't remember. You could look at old issues of The Collegian or
something. I'm not sure. 23

http://academic.evergreen.edu/g/grossmaz/CARD.pdf
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Falcone: Okay. All right.
Strieb:

I had a lot of material in my office, to hand out stuff to students. And also to inform
myself about legal aspects of the thing. And, I found out, when I got my F.B.I. files at
a later date that someone had surreptitiously entered my office and had stolen some
stuff out of my office. I didn't know it was gone. I would have been happy to give it to
them, if they wanted it. There was nothing there. There was ...

Falcone: What did they think they were taking?
Strieb:

I have no idea

Falcone: Like, the plans ofthe draft council?
Strieb:

I have no idea.

Falcone: Gordon Liddy?
Strieb:

I have no idea. This was long before Gordon Liddy.

Falcone: By the time of Nixon, were you on the list? Were you ever on a list like that?24
Strieb:

Yeah. I was involved in three different aspects of anti-war stuff, I guess. One was stuff
at La Salle. Another was stuff associated with a group called "The Resistance" in
Philadelphia.25 And another was associated with, what was the Catholic Left. So that's
Phil and Dan Berrigan and Liz McAllister and John Grady. 26 And these things were,
actually, quite different from one another. But they were all anti-war activities. The
thing that we got involved in last-but we probably got involved in both things at the
same time, at around 1970 or so-was the Catholic Left stuff and the resistance stuff.
Although the resistance stuff I was involved in earlier. But the resistance stuff, we put
up A WOLS in our house, for example. Or people who were not yet drafted but were
trying to avoid the draft. So we put up a number of people there. And actually our
house was raided and ... 27
Falcone: By police?
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nixon's Enemies List
Philadelphia Resistance v. Mitchell, a case brought by anti-Vietnam war activists in Philadelphia
against Attorney General Mitchell and FBI Director Hoover for their illegal attempts to arrest and
otherwise punish protestors for their constitutionally protected political views and associations. The case
led to a settlement agreement, one of the first of its kind, limiting FBI investigatory powers of persons
exercising their constitutional rights. It also led to a related case, Mitchell v. Forsyth, in which the
Supreme Court ruled that government officials who had been engaged in unlawful electronic surveillance
of persons engaged in protest activity were not fully immune from a suit for damages. (Rudovsky, David &
Kairys, David, 1971)
26 Prominent local and national peace activists of the Vietnam Era
27 http://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian left
24

25
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Police and MPs. At three in the morning. To haul off some guys who were staying
with us.

Falcone: Sounds fun.
Strieb:

Oh, yeah. It was great. It was one of the thrills of my life. But we put up a number of
people. And the Catholic Left stuff--what was going on there-is that the Berrigans
and people associated with them-nuns and priests, and then, lay people, and then,
people who weren't Catholic, but it was generally the Catholic Left. We got involved
in it through people who weren't Catholic but who were very involved in it. They
were Methodists and very involved in the First United Methodists Church in
Germantown. What these folks were doing was entering draft boards and seizing files
and burning the files. They also - well, nobody knows who did this, except the people
who did it and some others. They entered a draft board in Media and stole files. But I
think that the F.B.I. office was in the same building. And what they did was steal
F.B.I. files. And disseminated them very widely. The F.B.I. files had all this
information about illegal stuff that the F.B.I. was doing. Spying on people and setting
fires. And all sorts of stuff. And the F.B.I. got, I don't know exactly when that
happened. Probably around 1970, '71. The F.B.I. got absolutely furious about this.
And Powelton Village in Philadelphia is where F.B.I. thought - and many of the
people in the resistance lived in Powelton Village in Philadelphia.28 And the F.B.I.
thought that the Resistance was responsible for the Media F.B.I. file business. And
they may or may not have been. But ...

Falcone: And what year was this?
[47:22]

Strieb:

Probably '70 or '71.

Falcone: Okay. It's getting later.
Strieb:

28
29

The F.B.I. basically laid siege to Powelton Village for about six months. They were
just all over the place. And the Resistance people had some kind of party, welcoming
the F.B.I. to the Village. And they had a sense of humor about this. But, in regard to
La Salle, my main activities was, activities were just setting up the draft counseling
thing. And, then, trying to get students to demonstrations in Washington. There were
demonstrations typically twice a year in Washington. So we had whole busloads of
students going down. I remember, in 1967, there was a famous demonstration that
wound up in the Pentagon. Norman Mailer wrote a book about it. 29 Where there was
an attempt to levitate the Pentagon, supposedly. But there was a whole bus of La Salle
students down. People got tear-gassed. It was really quite frightening.

Small part of Philadelphia that dates back to the Civil War
The Armies of the Night, 1968.
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Falcone: Were parents and university administration were they weary of professionals of the
academic staff working with students about these causes? Where they afraid? Were
they ...
Strieb:

I never received any direct complaints about it. And I, actually, pushed things pretty
hard, probably unwisely. There was a sit-in, in, I think, 1970, that was-there may
have been two sit-ins. I'm not sure. You'd have to check this out. One of them was in
support of the chaplain, of the priest, who was head of campus ministry at the time.
Who was outspokenly opposed to the Vietnam War. Which the Archdiocese did not
like. And he was also counseling gays. Which they, especially, did not like. War is one
thing; But counseling gays is much, much worse. He has died; And I· understand he
was gay. But that's neither here nor there. He was counseling gays. And he was fired.
And nobody can tell why. And the administration refused to say why. And there were
sit-ins.

Falcone: But we know why.
Strieb:

I don't know. There were sit-ins. These things always happened right at the tail-end of
the academic year. So that people would disappear and stuff. And I sat in with some
students, I remember, at the Dean of Students, or Vice-President for Student Affairs
office. But never received any kind of reprimand for that. And, actually, around 1971
or 1972, Brother Daniel Burke, who became President of the school, just at the same
time that this priest was fired ...

Falcone: Do you remember the name of the priest?
Strieb:

John Cimino. C-I-M-I-N-O. Was a guy from South Philly. Really good guy. I think,
later, went and worked with (Native Americans) Indians.30

After graduating from Southeast Catholic in 1953, he joined the Order that fall. After professing solemn
vows in 1958, he began work on a Master's Degree in English at Marquette University. He taught at
Abbot Pennings High School from 1960 until 1962, after which he became an instructor in English at
Bishop Neumann in Philadelphia. Here he was also Athletic Director and Moderator of the ParentTeacher Associations until1969. From 1969 unti11972, John was a member of the faculty of LaSalle
College in Philadelphia where he also was Chaplain and a Counselor. During the summers of 1971-72,
John was an instructor at the lakota Higher Education Center on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South
Dakota . After receiving a Lewis Fellowship to attend the University of Notre Dame from 1972 until 1975,
John remained in that area until his retirement. From 1975 until1979, John was the Director of the
Criminal Justice Planning Bureau for the city of South Bend and from 1977 to 1979, an adjunct instructor
at Indiana University in the School of Public and Environmental Affairs. He became the Project Director
the Criminal Investigations Project in South Bend in 1979 and a Law Enforcement Consultant in 1980
during which time he also acted as the Director of the Domestic Relations Counseling Bureau of St.
Joseph County in Indiana, working with the circuit, probate and superior courts. (premontre.org)
30

John was a member of many national and civic criminal justice organizations, including Affirmative Action
programs and Family Conciliation associations, for many of which he was chairman, coordinator or
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Falcone: Father John Cimino.
Strieb:

Cimino. C-1-M-1-N-0. But, around 1971 or 1972, Brother Dan Burke, who was
President of the university, was one of a group--1 don't know if they were college
presidents, or religious, or what-who chained themselves to the White House fence
in protest against the War. 31 And he was down there for about a week or so. So, people
high up in the administration-the President of the university-was against the War.
So, I remember ...

Falcone: So, that helps.
Strieb:

That helps. My brother at Villanova, is more or less apolitical. But had gone to the
Pentagon demonstration, or upon the way to something else. And received lots of
criticism at Villa Nova for it. And if I would have been at Villanova, I would have
been "canned." (fired) That wasn't true here. I mean, the Christian brothers are really
good. And it just didn't happen here. One thing I remember is that there was an older
and highly respected faculty member in the Economics Department. Very respected.
Who had been here forever. And was very, very, very, very, very, very much against
the draft counseling. He felt it was un-American and stuff. And, so, initially, he was
really against it And, then, I remember about 1970 or sso, him approaching me about a
nephew of his, or something, who needed draft counseling. He wanted information.
And there had been a radical change in his attitude about the thing. It was sort of
amusing.

Falcone: Which explains now, probably, why there's no draft.
Strieb:

Well, by doing away with the draft, what they did was to do away with a lot of the
protests, too.

Falcone: Right. Yeah. I mean, the citizenry is more connected to the war movement, if...
Strieb:

If there's a draft, if they're going to go. That's why there's no protests now, against
the two wars that we're involved in-at least, two wars that we're involved in right
now. Other things that were going on at La Salle, in regards to the War-there were
constant petitions, and speakers. In, I believe, 1972, there was something called, I
think, "Vietnam Summer". Tom Hayden and Jane Fonda, who were a couple at the

director. Suffering from an acute heart condition, John retired to Immaculate Conception Priory in
Delaware , where he died Saturday, July 6th, 2002. (premontre.org)
31 Brother Daniel Burke (1969-1976) With his calm disposition-punctuated by an occasional commentary
("Ohh??!I")-Brother Daniel Burke, F.S.C., a Pittsburgher, mirrors the best of a scholar and leader. In a
volatile era when college presidents were "targets or tyrants," a contemporary observed, "Brother Daniel
declined either role." He introduced full coeducation (1970), the Weekend College and Continuing
Education for Women programs, the Urban Center, and new academic offerings, while completing
Hayman Hall and Olney Hall. After his presidency, he developed a fledgling study art collection into an art
museum that is one of the best of its size and scope in the area. (lasalle.edu) (Presidenfs Page)
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time, were touring nationally in anti-war activities. Well, Fonda, I don't think came to
campus. But Hayden came to campus. And the guy who was in charge of
Development at the time-who later became President of the University and then
became President of Catholic University-and who was not adverse to doing
underhanded things, [let's put it that] way really attempted to stop Hayden from
appearing here. And failed to stop it.
Falcone: And he came for a speech, or just ... ?
Strieb:

He came for a speech.

Falcone: A lecture?
Strieb:

Yeah. There were a bunch of students who were trained to bring slideshows into
classes, if faculty were interested, about the war. Things had reached a, kind of,
desperate point. There didn't seem to be any way to get the country out of this thing.
And millions of people were being killed. I mean, millions of Vietnamese were being
killed, in particular. In addition to tens of thousands of American soldiers. And many
people were feeling desperate. I mean, that's one reason we got involved in the
Catholic Left and with housing AWOLs. Because we tried everything else. We
weren't paying telephone taxes, in protest. We were going to demonstrations
regularly. Writing letters. And none of it seemed to do anything. We, sort of, stepped
up our involvement.

Falcone: Did you know any Quakers during this time?
Strieb:

Yeah. Lots. Lots and lots.

Falcone: Okay. Was the Quaker community involved in the La Salle efforts? Or was that
separate?
{55:19]

Strieb:

It was separate, because there's no real Quaker presence here. But, in fact, the Quaker
presence in Philadelphia seems to have shaped the anti-war movement in Philadelphia
and made it different from other places. And, if you're interested, there's a really
interesting book by a guy named Paul Lyons, L-Y-O-N-S, who taught history. Paul
died about five years ago. But he taught history at-1 forget the name of the college, in
New Jersey, in South Jersey, in Atlantic County. (Stockton College) And Paul did a
history of the anti-war movement in Philadelphia. And there's a chapter on La Salle in
there-on La Salle's involvement in it. And, I think, it's a whole chapter. But what
Paul does is--1 think, part of his thesis is that-the shape of the anti-war movement in
Philadelphia was very much influenced by the Quaker presence in Philadelphia. It
really made it different from what the anti-war movement looked like in other places.
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So, there's no blowing up buildings or anything like that. 32 And certainly, the
Philadelphia Resistance Movement-which played a key role in working with enlisted
men and people who were threatened with the draft, and smuggling people to Canada
and things of that sort-grew out of some students at the University of Pennsylvania.
And some of them are constitutional lawyers now. One's a MacArthur Fellowship
winner on the faculty at Penn. But they were very influenced by Quaker stuff, I know,
and by Friends' stuff. And a number of them went to work at American Friends
Service Committee, at Friends Center, at 15th and Cherry. And spent the rest of their
careers there. Or were involved in educational stuff. Many of them are still involved in
socially significant kinds of things. That was separate from the Catholic Left; There
didn't seem to be much interplay between the two things.
Falcone: Probably because of geography. I mean, isn't most of the Left Catholic based in
Central America? I'm saying, like, globally? Seems like ...
Strieb:

No, no, I'm talking about the United States anti-Vietnam War stuff. That came out of
Baltimore. That's where Berrigans were from. The Catonsville Nine. 33 One of the key
people, a guy named John Grady, was a Sociology Professor at Fordham, I'm pretty
sure. I don't think he's alive anymore. I don't think his liver could take what I saw him
drink. (laughter) Actually, one of our involvements in--I don't know if you're
interested more in La Salle kinds of stuff, or any of this?

Falcone: Yeah. No, La Salle, especially, I mean, because ...
Strieb:

Because I can tell you about the Catholic Left, stuff that's interesting-a number of
things.

Falcone: In its relation to La Salle?
Strieb:

No. You're more interested in La Salle?

Falcone: Well, I wanted to ask you about-we can talk about those other things, too. But I
wanted to ask about any arrests. Or uprisings. Or any-not riots-but any serious
periods of distress on the campus because of the Civil Rights Movement or because of
the War?
Strieb:

32

33

Well, there was nothing in regards to the Civil Rights Movement that I know of. But
there were, I think, two sit-ins on the campus, around 1970. One was about getting rid
of ROTC-it now occurs to me-which was required of all students. And the other
was about John Cimino, that priest. And they must have occurred within about a year
of one another. And it was very fashionable at the time. There was a, kind of, active
group of students. And, they-they both were-despite the nominal purpose of this

http://www.amazon.com/People-This-Generation-Rise-Philadelphia/dp/product-description/0812237153
http://c9.mdch.org/
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thing-this priest and ROTC-they both were, when you look deeply at them, about
the war.
Falcone: Yeah. I mean, why, why'd it take so long for-do you think-for people to
demonstrate, given the fact that, let's say Kennedy invaded South Vietnam in '62, and
it seems like it didn't reverberate throughout the populace until like eight years afterStrieb:

You mean at-

Falcone: -the fact?
Strieb:

-LaSalle, or you mean anywhere?

Falcone: Or just, just everywhere, really. Because you mentioned 1970 when this, when these
kids were sitting in, and it was war-related. But this is like after eight years of...
Strieb:

Well, our involvement at first was, was advisors.

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

Then Johnson promised there'd be no-

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

-upping the war.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

Then by '65 it had been upped, and, of course, we were on the right side supposedly.

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

We were fighting communism, and you'd have to know the whole post World War II
attitude towards communism, which actually predates that, but-

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

-attitude towards communism in this country.

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

And there was this domino theory and there were these very bright guys in
Washington which-who appeared to know what they were doing, and Johnson was
potentially a very great president who got really screwed by, by the whole war thing. I
mean-
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Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

His, his social stuff has been unequaled. I mean-

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

-except for Roosevelt, Johnson was the person. The people who have come since then
are, are just small-scale stuff.

Falcone: Yeah, I know.
Strieb:

Compared with that. But he, he wound up getting screwed by involvement in the war.
Why'd it take, why'd it take so long? People don't know, they trust the government.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

I remember big fights in my family about, about the, the government can't be wrong.
My father felt-my mother didn't feel· that way, but my father felt the government
can't be wrong. I think many people in this country felt that way.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

And then, it gradually began to dawn on people that we were doing the wrong thing,
and· I think that, that-it wouldn't surprise me still. if, if a majority of the country by
1972 still was in favor of the war, not against it, in the same kind of way.

[1:02:16]
Falcone: Oh, right.
Strieb:

I mean, what's going on now, for example. Have you heard many conversations at
dinner tables in your family about the war in Afghanistan?

Falcone: Not the same thing. I mean, I, I wasn't-l'm too young to-for Vietnam, but from
what I heard and read· and· have seen, that it's-the media coverage of the Vietnam
War was just-would turn your stomach. And the media now's not going toStrieb:

Yeah, oh, yeah.

Falcone: They're not going to put pictures of.Strieb:

There's a wonderful book by Michael Arlen, a guy named Michael Arlen, who wrote
for The New Yorker. It's a series of columns he wrote in The New Yorker- A-R-L-E-
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N-called, it's called The Living Room War. And it's about the influence of television
in, in making the war graphic to people in this country. 34
Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

And I don't think-well, I mean, one thing at, at that time that made things different
than now is that there weren't a zillion channels. There were three net-there were three
networks and people watched the news. News was taken much more seriously. It
wasn't personalities in the same kind of way. I mean, Walter Cronkite was not like
Rush Limbaugh or something as a personality.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

And there was much-it was a much more unified country in, in watching the same
news programs and things.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

But it still took a long time for-I don't know when Cronkite came out against the
war, but it was probably '69-'68, '69, something like that. It took a long time.

Falcone: Well, it just seems like it was the type-the American tendency is to be against the
war when you realize that it was not an objective mission or it was something that
didn't translate into us receiving maximum benefits. And then-like Robert
McNamara was-it's essentially, you could put a lot of the blame on him, but he spent,
like, the latter years of his life trying to, like, justify in his head why he wasn't ...
Strieb:

Yeah.

Falcone: ... doing things that were really bad.
Strieb:

Yeah.

Falcone: But, it wasn't a mistake. It was probably fundamentally immoral. It was it was just
beyond a mistake; it was like-if you-it was like Barak Obama said about the war in
Iraq-it was a blunder strategically. But it wasn't a blunder, it was a criminal thing to
do.
Strieb:

Yeah.

Falcone: But I guess you can't say that if you're president. ..but, I don't know. Do you still
belong to some of these causes and organizations, or the ones that. .. ?

34
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We contribute-yeah, we contribute money to-a substantial amount of money to a
lot of things, including various peace groups, for example, but I'm not active in any of
that.

Falcone: Yeah. Did you ever experience times either recently or during the Vietnam period at
LaSalle where you had questions, questions from students or you made commentary
about-where your politics-people say, oh, you can't have your politics enter the
classroom. But sometimes inevitably if you're teaching like on a college campus, that's
just part of the discourse where they learn about you. Did that ever...?
Strieb:

Yeah. I was teaching physics.

Falcone: Okay.
Strieb:

So, other than talking about how nuclear weapons work or what happens when the
Chemobyl takes place, for example, there's little cause to bring in political stuff into,
into the classroom.

Falcone: Right
Strieb:

However, I think most of my students probably knew where I stood from positions I
took outside the classroom on campus.

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

And then at a certain point, after much debate in my own head-and I think talking
about it a lot with other people-I was desperate enough-and I think a number of us
were desperate enough-that we, we felt the necessity of bringing some of these
issues into the classroom a little bit and, and with some sort of apology for doing it,
and trying to make students aware that, that we felt not completely comfortable-at
least in my case, I didn't feel completely comfortable about bringing this into the
classroom, but this-some of this stuff struck me as very important for them to know.
In particular, we had a slideshow ...

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

... that we, that we showed that probably ran half an hour-of course, I don't, I don't
remember ...

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

35

... and there was a narration that went along with it. And I remember showing that in
class and stuff. .. 35

Common on the University campus nationwide by the 1970s
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Falcone: Okay.
Strieb:

... with this sort of apology.

Falcone: Yeah. Well, I mean, Albert Einstein wrote a letter to President Roosevelt, I think,
about ultimate doom.
Strieb:

That, that's right. I wrote lots and lots of letters and stuff. That's different from going
into a classroom where you have a captive audience ...

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

... who are paying good money-if you work out how much it is to sit in a classroom,
it's a lot of money-and have somebody come in and tell what their--spend a period of
time-what their political view is.

Falcone: No, I'm just saying that he, he seems like the type of person-and I'm guessing you are
too-and someone like Bertrand Russell. Whenever Bertrand Russell will talk about
catastrophic human activity or scientific advancement, he would not really talk about
science unless he was getting in his little blurb about the elimination of the species,
and we better watch out.
Strieb:

Oh, if I were to go, for example, and talk at some sort of invited thing, I would-and
I've done this-1 would feel little compunction about allowing my political views to
be part of what happened. But classroom's a different story. Actually, there was an
interesting, interesting example of this-the kind of conflict that is involved. I, I don't
think they always had it, but La Salle started a parents weekend in I guess October,
mainly for parents of, of freshman. And it was during the Reagan presidency, I
remember, and I was teaching a course on Science, Technology and Society which I
did for many years, and where I could, to some extent, bring political issues in. At
least-you know, my own views, I'm sure, showed up at some point, in the kind of
questions that I raised. I tried to be fairly open and neutral about it, but I'm sure my
own.. .. but I, I was asked to speak-at the parenfs weekend they had a number of sort
of demonstration lessons or had parents meet with people who were teaching things,
and I was asked to, to do something involving the Science, Technology and Society
course to a group of parents. And I remember doing that, and it was right after Regan
had proposed his Star Wars thing for-what came to be known as Star Wars.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

Which was to shoot down missiles, which is scientifically nonsense.

Falcone: Yeah.
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And it had been shown to be scientifically nonsense, and nothing has happened that
it-with it sense expect that hundreds of billions of dollars have been spent on the
thing.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

But I, I mentioned that as the sort of thing I might talk about in, in the Science,
Technology and Society course, and mentioned that scientifically it was nonsense.
Which it is, objectively is. And I remember one guy just-a parent stomping out of the
classroom and complaining to the person ...

Falcone: Oh...
Strieb:

... who was running the program, and to the Brother who was running the program. I
was never asked to do it again; I assume that that had to do with the complaint. But...

Falcone: And what year is this?
Strieb:

That was whenever Regan ...

Falcone: '80?
Strieb:

It was, it was in the 80s. It was whenever Regan proposed the ...

Falcone: But it, but it was ...
Strieb:

... so it was probably about '85.

Falcone: ... because you were aiding and abetting communism by criticizing Star Wars.
Strieb:

It was about '85. I don't know.

Falcone: Yeah. Wasn't there a committee of concerned scientists or-during this ...
Strieb:

Yeah. Union of Concerned Scientists. 36

Falcone: Okay, yeah. Are you part of that?
[1:10:49]
Strieb:

36

Yeah, and, and something called-grew out of Second World War thing which I
still-·Federation of American Scientists-which is also con- which I'm also a member
of--which is also concerned with-they do kind of research and position papers about

http://www.ucsusa.org/
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all kinds of issues where science and, and society interact with, interact with one
another.
Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

But, but it started as something that grew out of the people who had worked on the
Manhattan Project having their consciences bothered. So it was mainly physicists
originally; now, a lot of biologists are involved in it. The issues have broadened.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

And I, you know, I haven't done any work for that, but I always contribute some
money every year and am a member of that and get their literature and things.

Falcone: Yeah, that's interesting. So it was someone who took issue with the Star Wars
criticism; it was like a whole civil rights movement conservative. It was already-!
mean, that, that's a pretty early date for someone who-already there was a backlash
for, for saying something that you think in the 60s would be-you could just say and
no one will pay attention to it. But Regan started this revival of...
Strieb:

Oh yeah. I mean, this was clearly ...

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

... you know, to this guy, clearly a good thing, and if Regan said it, it was ...

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

... it was good, and ...

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

... wouldn't you want to shoot down the missiles before they hit us. I mean, there was
no understanding of the physics behind the thing-you know, the science behind itor, for that matter, of the strategic issues that are involved where something like this
actually could be interpreted as the first strike weapon; that, that what it was really
designed to do was allow us to shoot first and then if it worked even a little bit, to, to
repel a return attack to anything they had ·left.

Falcone: As a La Salle professor, did you ever assign books or outside the curriculum, you
know ...
Strieb:

There's no set, there's no set curriculum here.

Falcone: Or, or not curriculum, I mean instead of, instead of just reading a standard textbook,
was there ever-did you give supplemetals?
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Well, in the Physics courses I used Physics textbooks; I mean, I was teaching Physics.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

But for maybe 20-some years I taught the Science and Technologies in Society course,
and ...

Falcone: Oh.
Strieb:

.. .I actually rarely used a textbook there. I mainly used articles of various kinds, and I
could use anything I wanted to. Nobody had any idea or cared what I was doing in that
course.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

And, I could do what I wanted to. That didn't mean propagandize the students or
anything like that, but· it did mean raising ·issues that I thought were important issues
for the students to be aware of.

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

And, and discussing them openly and having them discuss them openly.

Falcone: Did you ever get any controversial situations teaching Tech in Society, or close, or... ?
Strieb:

(pause) .... Not because of anything I did. In one of the last times I taught it, I had a
student come in and talk about-this was a student who was, I think, mentally
disturbed-about his girlfriend having an abortion and him knowing a priest who
could absolve her of any kind of guilt for having the abortion or something. So, I don't
know. I was very uncomfortable. He told the whole class about this. I was very
uncomfortable about that. But I· never came under any criticism. I was never told-my
whole time here I've not been told to stop doing anything.

Falcone: Right, right. I mean, you consider this a place where you have a wide ...
Strieb:

Yes.

Falcone: ... range... ?
Strieb:

A lot of freedom.

Falcone: Academic freedom?
Strieb:

Yes.
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Falcone: And other places, not so much. I mean, like you just said, La Salle, with the-back in
the day.
Strieb:

In Villanova.

Falcone: Or-l'm sorry.
Strieb:

Villanova.

Falcone: Villanova President would not be ...
Strieb:

I know my brother received some criticism for attending this, this march. I don't know
anything else. But, but ...

Falcone: Oh, okay.
Strieb:

... I've never had any problem here.

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

The thing that has periodically-and I've only been indirectly involved in this-been
an issue. But every-my sense is about every seven or eight years it rears its head. A
gay student group will organize, and get stronger and stronger and then want to do
stuff...

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

... and the Administration will want to come down on them in some way or another.

Falcone: Here?
Strieb:

Here. And there-my sense is-this never gets said explicitly, but my sense is that
there's real fear of the Archdiocese-the school's not under the Archdiocese or
anything ...

Falcone: Oh.
Strieb:

... but it's somewhat dependent on the Archdiocese for counseling kids.from·catholic
schools in the area to come here. And I think that there's some fear that that faucet will
be closed-turned off.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

But I don't know how many kids they're getting from the Philadelphia Archdiocese
now at all anyway. I think they get a lot of kids from South Jersey and Connecticut
and places. But that, that was something that would periodically actually show up.
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They seemed to be much more concerned, actually-by the Administration-about
issues having to do with gays than, than about anti-war things. And my guess-this is
just a guess-but my guess is that has to do with Church politics.37
Falcone: Yeah. Well have you-I mean, even in other areas, have you ever noticed that
there's-even though it's integrated-that even in the early stages of your teaching
career, was it a segregated campus racially?
Strieb:

Well, the cleaning staff, which is now largely African American, was all white when I
got here. I seem to remember that.

Falcone: Okay. But there, there was never like a-I mean, in Pennsylvania there's a lot of
schools that have black hallways and stuff like that.
Strieb:

I don't think so.

Falcone: Or probably not at a university.
Strieb:

Informally, I would think African American students-!, I don't eat in the cafeteria, so
I, I don't really ...

Falcone: There might be some ...
Strieb:

Tables where ...

Falcone: ... a self-selecting ...
Strieb:

Self-selective, yeah.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

But I don't know of anything other than that.

Falcone: Okay.
Strieb:

No, I think it's very good that way.

Falcone: Do you ever, ever read the journal Nature?
Strieb:

I know of it, but I. ..

Falcone: Okay. I mean do, do scientific journals that you read or articles that you would give
out in Tech and Society elective class, were a lot of those written on a progressive
bent, or were they-could it be anything?
37

Civil Rights Activist Bayard Rustin once remarked that, "Gay was the new black ... "
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Yeah, anything.

Falcone: Okay.
Strieb:

I was very concerned that students understand something about the nature of science
or the way science develops.

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

I would do a section of the course on science and technology in the arts.

Falcone: Okay.
[1:17:50]

Strieb:

If social effects of technologies-political content that technologies have-so, for
example, if you walk into a classroom, you find that there may be no desks with-that
are suitable for left-banders.

Falcone: Oh, right.
Strieb:

So what, what's going on there is that people are being disempowered by, by an
artifact, in a way. Some people are being disempowered by an artifact. 38

Falcone: Yeah. I wonder what year they started to make ...
Strieb:

Or if there are no elevators, for example, then people with disabilities--certain

disabilities--can't function. If medicine bottles require special skill to open them that
disempowers children from opening the bottles, which is probably why they're
arranged that way, but it also may disempower older people.

Falcone: Oh.
Strieb:

38
39

So, there can be power effects of the way in which technologies are arranged.
Supposedly-! don't know if this is true or not, but supposedly the, the various
freeways--not the Long Island Expressway, but the other-the Parkways on Long
Island have very low underpasses so that busses won't be able to use those highways,
and so poor people who would ride out to the beaches on those busses won't be able to
get out to the beaches on the busses. So, that's a way of arrange a technology-namely
this road and the overpasses, or underpasses, I guess--so that you have some selection
of population. 39
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Falcone: That's terrible.
Strieb:

So I would deal with, you know, I would deal with stuff like that. And some people
want to do stuff like that. I mean, it, it's ...

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

You don't want children opening aspirin bottles, for example, on their own.

Falcone: Right. On the La Salle University campus, was there ever this play between the, the
creation--creationism, I guess, was the-is not the, the term anymore, but the new
recycled one, intelligent design, is there ...?
Strieb:

I always taught about that in the Science and Technologies-not always, but most of
the time. There was a unit on that in the Science and Technologies in Society course,
or in other courses that I did, like for a course I did in education majors. And the kids
who had gone to Catholic schools, had no problems with evolution.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

Some of them hadn't been taught anything like that, but, but it had not been an issue.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

I occasionally had kids who would go into public schools not in Philadelphia but
somewhere off...

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

... in other places where ...

Falcone: The fundamentalists ...?
Strieb:

.. .it had been an issue. But it was fairly rare. It was not an issue here. We, we don't
live in a part of the country where it's, it presents that much of a problem.

Falcone: Yeah. Well, one of the schools was Pennsylvania, I remember, but it was ...
Strieb:

Dover, Dover, Pennsylvania, or Harrisburg ...

Falcone: Right
Strieb:

.. .is where the big, big recent case was.

Falcone: Right.
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And, you know, we dealt with that and l-in recent years I dealt with that with my
education majors.

Falcone: Okay.
Strieb:

You know, we talked about the theory of evolution and, you know, what it says, and
then we talked about what was going in schools--in, in various schools--and that
seemed to me an important issue to deal with.

Falcone: Yeah, right. What do you think that says about public education, and the fact that that
could-that's still an issue? Or comes back? What does it mean?
Strieb:

Well I, I'm not sure this has much to do--l'm not sure that, that it's the public
education that's--where it's coming from, it has to do with the fact that we live in a
particularly backward country religiously. Fundamentalism still has a very important
part-force in this country that half the people--1 think more than half the people
believe that dinosaurs and human beings existed at the same time, and, and don't
believe in evolution and all this other-these other frightening statistics. Which means
they have not had or observed a decent science course that deals with evolution.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

When I was in high school, evolution was not part of the biology course at all. And
evolution is central to biology-you can't do biology without evolution. It doesn't
make any sense without evolution. You're just dealing with an, an accumulation of
facts. It's like memorizing the Periodic Table-evolution is the-the unifying idea in
biology.

Falcone: Right. And I think I had a student who told me that it's a theory-evolution's just a
theory. And I said, well, that doesn't mean-1 mean, theory of gravity-the pen stillit's still a theory of gravity, but it's-- (pen is dropped on desk)
Strieb:

Well, you know, the, the issue there is that there's a popular meaning to the word
"theory".

[1:23:22]
Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

Which means something you don't, you know, it's just speculation. And then there's a
scientific meaning to the word "theory", which means something from which there's a
large amount of evidence and consensus--like the theory of gravitation, for
example-and that is taken with the utmost seriousness by scientists, and there's also,
you know, in the case of evolution, people talk about evolution being a fact and a
theory. There's all sorts of evidence for evolution, that evolution has occurred.
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Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

Fossil evidence and biochemical evidence and stuff. I mean, if, if you look at DNA,
the DNA of all living creatures has the same code; it all curves the same way, you
know, that, that can't be an accident. And we're--the work of-itwould be the work
of some insane creator or something if...

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

But there's also the theory of evolution, which is Darwin's theory about the mechanism
by which evolution takes place, which has been added to tremendously over the years,
and that's, that is a whole mechanism, and there's-it's actively-well, both parts of
that are, are being actively worked on by by people.

Falcone: Do you know that Michael Behe, from Lehigh? His stuff? What do you think of that
stuff?
Strieb:

It's off the wall. [Laughs]

Falcone: I remember hearing him speak and he ...
Strieb:

I've never heard him speak.

Falcone: He tried-when I was an undergrad at West Chester and he brought-he had this
picture of, like, an eyelid, and how it-when it's sensitive to light it-the eyelid shuts.
And Darwin showed that it-this is why it shut, or this ...
Strieb:

Well ...

Falcone: And then he said he couldn't explain it or something, but---and then I. ..
Strieb:

That says something about him.

Falcone: I researched it the very next day. The very next day. And he totally lied. There's likeif Darwin were there, he would tell everybody why it happens, and how it happens.
Strieb:

Well, work has been-yeah, the eye, the vertebrate eye is like a favorite example of
that-how could this thing that does these complicated things have arisen
spontaneously-how could you have half an eye that only works partway or
something.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

But you can, and people have actually shown with models about how rather rapidly
eyes [unintelligible] could have evolved.
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Falcone: Right. But it was-I guess the notion was-I mean, it's-I don't-he's a professor at
Lehigh, so I don't know if he just really believes it?
Strieb:

Sure he does.

Falcone: Oh, okay.
Strieb:

Sure he does.

Falcone: All right. I thought he was just, like, selling books and trying to get rich and famous.
Strieb:

I don't think so, no. I'm sure he believes it.

Falcone: Irreducible Complexity, is what it's called.
Strieb:

Yeah.

Falcone: That's a-that's mumbo jumbo.
Strieb:

Well, what his argument is, is that certain things are too-have a lot of parts to them,
if you like, or a lot of different functions. And in order to work in a full blown way, all
these things have to, have to be operating. And if they're not all operating, then it
wouldn't work. And therefore, this thing must have appeared full blown. You couldn't
have it gradually develop. But people have found that that's not true.

Falcone: I know. It's silly. (laughter)
Strieb:

Yeah, I know.

Falcone: I just-it's amazing. Oh well.
Strieb:

But, you know, the Dover case was decided by a Republican judge who was appointed
by Reagan, I believe. And-or maybe by-it may have been by Bush ...

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

... by a conservative president, but ...

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

But his decision, if you read his, his writing about it, I mean, he was quite clear about
the fact that this stuff isn't science. It has nothing-believe it if you want. It's scary
that half the people in this country don't believe in, in-don't believe evolution.

Falcone: I saw...
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They haven't heard of Behe.

Falcone: Yeah. Well he's just a charlatan. He's try-he's ...
Strieb:

Well, I don't believe he's a charlatan, I just think he's wrong. I think he believes his
stuff.

Falcone: Well, to, to call creationism Intelligent Design and pretend like it's a nuanced thing is
sort of lying, in my opinion.
Strieb:

Yeah, I, I think there's some deception involved.40

[1:27:57]
Falcone: Yeah, so, that's why I said charlatan. Unless, you know, unless he actually believes it.
Strieb:

I think he actually believes it.

Falcone: And that's making ...
Strieb:

People believe all sorts of things.

Falcone: Oh, I know. I remember reading the Time magazine, that 7 out of 10 Americans had a
literal belief in the Devil.
Strieb:

Yeah, and angels and stuff.

Falcone: It's shocking.
Strieb:

If you believe in the Devil, why not believe in angels.

Falcone: Yeah, yeah. Well, so you have-La Salle has a good track record of tolerating dissent,
pretty much ...
Strieb:

Yes.

Falcone: -when it comes to war-anti-war. And La Salle has a pretty good track record in terms
of women involvement, since they admitted women, it helped the university. (Strieb
nods/agrees) And probably, you know, blacks, Latinos, Asians, welcoming those
groups too. Minority groups, I'm assuming, have a relative good experience at the
school.

40http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michael Behe
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I think, I think relatively, I think that's a bit more problematic.

Falcone: Oh, okay.
Strieb:

Partly it's because I think many of those folks have not gone through-! think the
Catholic school system in Philadelphia has largely been white working-class Irish and
Italians.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

And that's what La Salle was traditionally drawn from until fairly recent years.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

The last 15 or 20 years.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

So what that does-and, and African American population and Latino population have
been much more concentrated in public schools, and those-and, and if you've gone to
public school, and if Temple costs half as much as La Salle or a third as much as La
Salle (or a third as much as La Salle), and the education you're going to get there-or
West Chester costs a small fraction of what La Salle costs-and the education there is
going to be just as good, you're not going to choose La Salle. So, La Salle has had, I
think to some extent, to seek out those people to try to balance things. I think there's a
program that's been around for a while that's I think primarily in the evening that's
directed at Latino students.

Falcone: Oh yeah, no I've seen-I, I see them. When I was here, it-well, I can hear them
speaking Spanish and I see-they look like younger students.
Strieb:

Yeah, I. ..

Falcone: They look like ...
Strieb:

I haven't had any contact with that, so I don't really know.

Falcone: They look like ...
Strieb:

But I think it's been, it's been an effort to get more, to get more African American and
Latino students here, partly because of the way-where La Salle draws from.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

Which is probably 60 or 70 percent parochial schools. I 'm not sure what the numbers

are.
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Falcone: This is a big alumni place where the-1 mean, if your father went here, there's a good
chance that you'll go here. Doesn't it have tradition like that?
Strieb:

I don't know whether that's true or not.

Falcone: Oh, okay.
Strieb:

I don't know that that's true. l've-trying to think if 1-1 don't know if that's true.

Falcone: I'm just going from personal experience, but that doesn't mean anything.
Strieb:

Well, for most of my time here, my sense has been-and the talk around the place isthat our student body is first-generation college.

Falcone: Oh, all right.
Strieb:

Now, I think that has changed, because ...

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

... because the, you know, the Catholic population is, you know, over the last 50 years,
many more people have gone to college. It's much less working class, and many more
people have had to go to college for professional reasons.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

But whether, whether the doctor who came from La Salle sends their kids to La Salle,
I am skeptical about.

[1:31:31]
Falcone: Okay, but-all right. Is this more common at Penn, maybe, for you-tradition...?
Strieb:

Probably at Penn, certainly at places like Haverford, you know, there is more legacy,
school legacy stuff.

Falcone: Yeah, or maybe ...
Strieb:

I haven't-1 don't think that's a big force here.

Falcone: Okay. St. Joe's, maybe, I was thinking.
Strieb:

I have no idea.

Falcone: Yeah.
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I have no idea what goes on there. You could talk to people in the alumni office...

Falcone: Yeah, all right.
Strieb:

... about that if you were interested in that question. I, I really don't know; I have no
idea. On a few occasions I've taught sons or daughters of people who I taught, who I
taught, but it's been very rare. I'm sure the people I've taught have had many more
children than I've taught.

Falcone: Yeah, right, okay. How about your teaching style? Has that changed over the years, or
do you have... ?
Strieb:

Teaching Physics is, is largely lecture-traditionally largely lecture. And the last years
[5 years or so] I was teaching physics I was using a book which-a very progressive
textbook which was so unpopular in the teaching community that it's out of print now.

Falcone: What was that book?
Strieb:

It's called Understanding Basic Mechanics in.. .it doesn't matter. But what that
involved is much more participation and discussion on the part of the students. So I
was able to do that. but also in the last 15 years my teaching, a lot of my teaching was
devoted to this course for Elementary Ed. majors, and that was a lot of discussion, a
lot of hands-on stuff, and very little lecture-almost no lecture and almost no reading
that the students had to do. It was a lot of hands-on stuff. And then I taught a wide
variety of other courses-honors courses and things-including the Science and
Technology in Society course, which was largely discussion-based, very little lecture.
Maybe a third lecture and the rest discussion.

Falcone: Oh, I see.
Strieb:

So it depends on what I've been teaching. There are other people, I mean, Steve, for
example, next door, has taught physics courses and computer sciences. His work is
largely in computer science, but he does teach physics. And I think his work is largely
lecture; very little discussion.

Falcone: Right, okay. Now the elementary teachers, preparing them to teach elementary
students science, that's not lecture and that's not discussion because... ?
Strieb:

It's a lot of discussion.

Falcone: Oh, well it's little kids, though. They want to do tactile-they want to do experiments.
Strieb:

We try to give them that experience, doing experiments, and thinking things through.
Having, being able to theorize about what the results of things will be, and have
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reasons for it, and know what to do with the data and be able to, to look at graphs and
make sense of them and project what's going to happen if you do something new.
Falcone: And it's geared, a lot of times, towards low socioeconomic kids who might not have
access to science?
Strieb:

This course is not particularly.

Falcone: But no, I mean for a potential audience. Like, if you go into the city and teach science
to little kids, and it's a poor school, is there any...?
Strieb:

I assume that in teaching that course that is certainly not any kind of emphasis in the
course. What we were trying to do is to get them to do and understand some very basic
science and math stuff, and understand it not just memorize it but understand what
they were doing, and realize that they could understand it so that they would, when
they started teaching to whoever they were teaching, have the kids understand it-see
that as a goal, rather than just being able to go through manipulations not memorizing

stuff.

Falcone: Right. Which then they will have their employer tell them that the kids need a certain
test score.
[1:36:03]
Strieb:

That's right. That's right. we didn't worry about that either, but occasionally would tell
them that-because of my wife's experience in working with people who are currently
teachers and facing that, that-1 would tell them that they may be faced with a very
different environment where they're not able to do things in this way.

Falcone: Right, exactly.
Strieb:

But maybe things will change over time, as they run in cycles.

Falcone: Do you share similar teaching characteristics, styles, with your wife, do you think? In
some ways, are you teach... ?
Strieb:

Yeah. I mean, I think so. I mean, I think we're, we're constantly-! mean, I use some
of her material in this course, for example.

Falcone: Oh, okay.
Strieb:

She has a paper that she wrote about bringing a cornstalk into her second grade class
and asking kids about how to measure it, and having the kids come up with their own
ideas about it and critique one another's ideas and stuff, and, and reach certain
conclusions about how you measure things. And an early activity that I have students
do in the, in this course for the Elementary Ed. people is I give them a whole bunch of
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equipment and I say, go out and measure the height of that building. And they have to
devise a number of different ways of measuring the height of the building. I don't tell
them how they're going to do it, how to do it, but they have to devise a number of
different ways of measuring it. And then we talk about it; we critique-they come
back and we critique how they've done it and ... 41
Falcone: Oh.
Strieb:

... and share the ideas.

Falcone: So, how would they do that? Like, what would be an example?
Strieb:

Well, a good thing would be if they were to drop something off the top of the building
and time how long it takes to get to the bottom ...

Falcone: Okay.
Strieb:

... and remember they had a physics course where there was some formula, which they
may not remember but they could ask me about, that relates the time it takes
something to fall to the distance it falls, so they could count how many bricks up the
building is or how many steps up it is, how high a step is and how high a brick is, or
they would lower something by string and measure the length of the string, or they
could have the-look at shadows of the building casts and measure the size of the
shadow and do things with shadows.

Falcone: Oh, wow. I mean, and that's something that little kids would like too. I mean, not
just ...
Strieb:

Yeah, and some of these are sophisticated for, for little kids ...

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

... but I would give out this cornstalk article and have them write about a comparison
to my students, and have them write about a comparison between the techniques,
about what was going on in the heads of the second graders and what was going on in
their own heads when they had to measure the height of the building. And they could
see similarities, and it also gave them a sense of something that they could do in a
classroom.

Falcone: Are there any strategies or educational topics or issues-anything that you and your
wife disagree on that you know about, or do you pretty much agree on everything?
Strieb:

41

I'm not sure.

"Measuring the Cornstalk" by Lynne Strieb
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Falcone: I mean, you, you are a professor; she taught in Philly at a little kids'-her classroom's
going to look different than yours.
Strieb:

Yes.

Falcone: Her classroom's going to have words--bulletin boards and, you know, it seems like
sometimes people that-especially science, research are very, very different subjects
at the university level. I know at Penn, probably. If you teach at Penn, it's almost like
if you have students they look down on you, you know; you should be here doing
research, you shouldn't have any students. That'sthe extreme. And then the other
extreme is like, teaching every kid can learn, ev
every, you know... ?
Strieb:

Well, I believe that-1 had a number of years when I was teaching at a Physics for
not-they're called physics for poets courses. So l-or science for non-science
people-l've sort of specialized in that over the years. And I did it for many, many
years during the day, and probably for a half-dozen years I did it for night students.
And the night students were frequently quite weak in their background.

[1:40:21]
Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

And I really enjoyed teaching them, because I never minded teaching people that
didn't know anything. With these education majors, for example, I would start from
scratch because I, I couldn't count on them knowing much of anything.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

And I'm willing to deal with that. But I can't-couldn't stand dealing with-and I
sometimes hit this in classes--is people who didn't want to know; who just didn't care
about this or who just wanted to memorize and get the answers to things without
knowing why or anything like that.

Falcone: Didn't want to know the science.
Strieb:

Didn't, you know, just had no interest in the stuff at all.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

I've never known what to do about that. And if I'm providing what I think is exciting
material and an exciting kind of way, and I get indifference, it's hard for me to respect
those people and it causes me considerable impatience. I don't mind talking to people
who have no background at all, and starting right from scratch with it.

Falcone: Right.
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And I think everybody can learn this stuff if they're willing to put themselves out a
little bit. I mean, they can't become theoretical physicists or anything like that, but
they can understand the basic ideas that I'm trying to get across. But if they don't make
any effort to do that, then I don't know why they're here. And I think that my wife
shared the idea that all kids are capable of, of learning, and that you have to hit them
right. And she usually succeeded.

Falcone: Oh, I'm sure. But when she said all kids can succeed, you said that's not true.
(laughter) I mean, because you ...
Strieb:

Well, the college kids that I get, some of them don't-somebody else is paying for it
and they don't want to be here.

Falcone: Right. or they don't have the passion for the subject, to ...
Strieb:

Yeah.

Falcone: That's not going to ...
Strieb:

I don't know what to do with them.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

I don't even demand a lot of passion; just open your mind to it, at least, and allow-

Falcone: I mean, I guess what I'm getting at is that even though your career, your wife's career,
are inevitably linked and, and similar, that the fact that you're at the university level
and she is a classroom teacher for elementary school, ultimately there will be
differences in those two ...
Strieb:

Sure, there-I mean, l'm-for most of my teaching, but certainly not all of it-much
more content-oriented. I have-in the Physics course, for example, that I did-physics
courses for majors and for pre-meds and stuff like that-1 have a certain body of
material that I am responsible to get over. Nobody's telling me I have to do that, but
it's understood. For example, if you're teaching an electro magnetics [unintelligible]
course to physics majors, you have to cover this material so that they can go on to
your next thing. In the Science and Technology in Society course I could do whatever
I wanted with them. In the course for Elementary Ed. majors, that was much closer to
what my wife was doing. The idea-l didn't have a certain body of material, pretty
much, that I had to cover. What I had to do was to get across sort of the ability to think
about things. If my wife was-something my wife talks about now is if she was
teaching now, she'd have to be teaching to the test ...

Falcone: Oh, yeah.
Strieb:

... much more, because of the sort of changes that have occurred in the last ten years.
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Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

Tragic changes that have occurred.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

You're aware of...

Falcone: Oh yes, very much so. Yeah. Okay.
Strieb:

Can we take a break now?

Falcone: Yeah, sure. It's an hour 44. (Strieb indicates he would like a break)
[1:44:13 ·End of Audio Part I, Beginning of Audio Part II]
Strieb:

...combined with geology. There is no separate physics department now because we
don't have a major, and we were too small. And geologists are always in the basement.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

And chemists apparently are always on the top, top floor, so that the stuff can get out
that they produce. Geologists are in the basement because they have rocks.

Falcone: Right. That makes sense.
Strieb:

And biologists are somewhere in the middle. And that's the way it is.

Falcone: Okay.
Strieb:

That's the way it was before they rebuilt this building and the way it is now.

(Falcone moves ahead with the interview looking over his notes, Strieb asks if he is being
recorded, Falcone responds that yes he is.)
Falcone: You went to Central High School.
Strieb:

Yes.

Falcone: And you went to Penn.
Strieb:

Yes.

Falcone: And Professor Noam Chomsky, a linguist from MIT, went to the same two schools.
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Right.

Falcone: And his parents were Hebrew schoolteachers.
Strieb:

Right.

Falcone: And they both taught you.
Strieb:

Yes.

Falcone: Could you tell me about that? Could you... ?
Strieb:

Well, the fact that-at Central I never heard of them and at Penn I never heard of
them, as a Penn graduate or as a Central graduate. His parents taught at, at Gratz
College, which was, which was and is an institution one of whose purposes is to train
people to teach in congregational Hebrew schools. And his father I had a Hebrew
grammar course from. His father was a philologist. [studied language] I had a Hebrew
grammar course from his-from him, and his mother I had an education course from.
His brother is a physician in Philadelphia. David may be retired now, I'm not sure.

Falcone: Oh, really?
Strieb:

But he was, for many years, at Einstein, right up the street here.

Falcone: Okay.
Strieb:

And his sister-in-law, David's wife Judy, and I were trained as draft counselors around
1967 or so. Then Judy was very active in the Philadelphia Resistance and is a lawyer
who is doing a lot of work with the Center for-I think it's called the Center for
Constitutional Rights. She's doing a lot of work with Guantanamo prisoners.42

Falcone: Still?
Strieb:

Still, oh yeah. And I see her about once a year or so at a demonstration or somewhere.

Falcone: Oh, okay.
Strieb:

We're friends. And so, that's the sort of direct connection to Chomsky. Ed Herman,
who was a professor-he's a retired professor of finance, I believe, at the Wharton
School, was one of the people who was involved in setting up the draft counseling
stuff back in 1966 or whenever that happened.

Falcone: Okay.
42

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judith Chomsky
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He was one of the people-another guy named Bobby Edenbaum who's dead now, but
taught English at Temple; a guy named Bob Ruttman who I think is dead now taught
chemistry at Penn, were involved in setting up-Bill Davidon, who I think is still
alive, and taught physics out at Haverford, were a bunch of people who were involved
in setting up draft counseling in the 60s. So, Ed Herman was one of those people. Ed
is retired and is still doing a lot of writing, you know. I know Ed and had some contact
with him about Chomsky, which I can talk to you about, which I think you want to
hear about.

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

I should tell that story.

Falcone: Well, yeah. I mean, Ed Herman wrote the, the big-the Manufacturing Consent, I
think he co-authored with Chomsky.
Strieb:

Right, he and Chomsky wrote together.

Falcone: And then the Political Economy ofHuman Rights-43
Strieb:

Right. See this, this is 20 or 30 years ago they wrote together. But their work is closely
connected ...

Falcone: So is your affiliation with Chomsky through Edward Herman? Is that how you came
to ...

[4:05]
Strieb:

Yeah, it's the-"affiliation's" a little bit strong.

Falcone: All right.
Strieb:

But let me just-let me tell the story.

Falcone: Okay.
Strieb:

43

In-it was probably 1986, in November, probably, a symposium was announced at
LaSalle on Middle East issues. And some famous people were being brought in from
think tanks, primarily in Washington-who were supposedly Middle East expertswho seemed from their credentials to be, to be conservatives in regards to the issue,
the, the establishment figures. And the person who was, I think, instrumental in
setting this up was a guy named Ed Turzanski, who is on the staff at the University
and is in charge of-andmay have been at the time-in charge of government

Two Volume set of books from the South End Press.
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relations. So, if there are arguments with the community, for example, Turzanski gets
involved in this-in that. And, that's his job. He-Ed, I believe, had been-he was, I
think, a La Salle graduate, or is a La Salle graduate-and I think had been working
with the CIA. And another La Salle graduate whose name I forget was the station
chief in Beirut when a whole bunch of American Service people were killed in the
Beirut bombing-this is in about 1985 or so; Reagan was President-and I think the
guy's name was Ames: A-M-E-S, but I'm not positive-and Turzanski wanted to dol don't know if he was a classmate of his or just moving from the CIA or what, but he
wanted to do a tribute to Ames, and so set up this, this day-long symposium on the
Middle East. We set up-l'm almost certain it was during finals week. So it was a little
weird; it was not the sort of thing you would expect students to attend, and the
Political Science Department frankly had never been terribly active in setting things
like this up before. Turzanski, I think, had set this up-1 could be wrong about that,
but that was certainly everybody's impression. A number of people in the faculty got
quite upset about-and it was a tribute to Ames.
Falcone: This is a La Salle, La Sallian who worked closely with Reagan.
Strieb:

Well he was with the CIA. I don't know whether he had-knew Reagan or not, but he,
he was with the CIA and he was CIA Station Chief in, in Beirut, and had been killed
in this bombing with a whole bunch of other people.

Falcone: Okay, okay.
Strieb:

So, a bunch of faculty got-when they heard this was going on, said, where's this
coming from, and got particularly concerned about doing a tribute to somebody from
the CIA who-where, by the nature of that work you don't know what they're doing,
so what are you, what are you doing a tribute to? I mean, you don't know what you're,
what you're praising.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

And the CIA had a long record of really terrible stuff, and ...

Falcone: Still do.
Strieb:

... so a bunch of faculty people-probably a dozen or 15 faculty people-got quite
upset about this, and I contacted Ed Herman and explained to him what was going on,
and he said he could get-he would talk to Chomsky about getting here to talk, as a
kind of counter to this or something. Chomsky couldn't come right away-by now it's
December. Chomsky couldn't come right away. But something else was going on. In
the spring of '87, Margie Allen, who's in the English Department, and has training in
linguistics, was offered an honors course in linguistics, particularly devoted to
Chomsky's linguistics, although certainly not entirely. But ...

Falcone: Is she still here?
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Yeah, Mar- yeah. Marjorie Allen, her name is. She was offering this honors course,
and it happened to be a spectacular group of students who were involved and were
taking the course; it's the best group of students I ever, I ever taught. I mean, it was a
wonderful group of kids. And many of them were in Margie's class, and I asked to sit
in on the class. And I told her that-1 don't remember the details of this, but I told her
that, that we were arranging for Chomsky to come, and she got in contact with
Chomsky. He wound up coming in April-almost certainly April; it was towards the
end of the course-and he gave a talk at noon or whenever the open period was-at
noon-he gave a talk on Mideast stuff from his point of view, which was quite
different from what it had been in the panel in December-and then he met with her
class for a couple of hours to talk about linguistic stuff, about his work in linguistics.
And it was like having Newton come to your physics class or Einstein come to your
physics class or Toynbee [phonetic] come to your history class or something ...

Falcone: Right. or Michelangelo going to sculpture and art, painting.
Strieb:

Yeah. And so he spoke with them. And then following that he went out to
Swarthmore, and a bunch of us followed him out there. There was a dinner out at
Swarthmore, and then he spoke at Swarthmore. We left probably about 11:30 and he
was still going strong.

Falcone: Yeah, he's ...
Strieb:

It was-but no notes or anything, it was just ...

Falcone: Yeah, off the cuff.
Strieb:

Off the cuff, but knew exactly what he was talking about, and very powerful. So, that
was a real special experience, being able to bring him here, and there was a good sized
audience to hear him.

Falcone: Was there flack?
[10:30]
Strieb:

No.

Falcone: Was there dissent?
Strieb:

No. I mean, when the symposium was going on, in probably the first week or second
week in December when we had the symposium, the faculty said-were handing,
handing stuff out at the entrance indicating that-their concerns about the thing. But
the Chomsky thing didn't produce any dissent that I recall.
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Falcone: I think one of the-I mean, La Salle has, I think, some pretty notable alum in the
circles of the right wing. I just-one of the attorneys for Bush-Gore 2000, on the Bush
side ...
Strieb:

Was from La Salle?

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

Do you know his name?

Falcone: As an undergrad I obviously-because I guess there's no law here, but he, he went
here as an undergrad. I can't remember the names, but I could find out. But then-and
then another person did an oral history project on a LaSallian who was not killed in
Beirut but was a decorated person who rose to a staff level and position under Reagan,
and knew Reagan, and the questions-some of the questions were about his
communications with Reagan. So I've noticed that-and then the story you told,
there's-but I guess there's all kinds of people from La Salle, because I think John
Rodden went ...
Strieb:

Right. Who's an expert on Orwell. 44

Falcone: Right, he's like the-yeah.
Strieb:

[lnaudible]-the publisher of USA Today, I think, is a La Salle graduate, and was one
of the leader-Dave Cauley, I think is his name-is one of the leaders of one of these
sit-in things, around 1970.

Falcone: Oh, all right.
Strieb:

And he was a big press person here, when he was here, and I think he's publisher I've
been told he's the publisher of USA Today. My guess is the University gets the money.

Falcone: Yeah. Was it ever publically documented in any formal way that Chomsky had visited
the campus?
Strieb:

I assume it's in The Collegian.

Falcone: Oh, okay.
Strieb:

You can ask Joe Grabenstein, [inaudible] archive.

Falcone: I'll ...
http://www.amazon.com/Scenes-Afterlife-Legacy-GeorqeOrwell/dp/1932236015/ref=ntt at ep dpt 1/180-2058562-4381816

44
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It was probably April of-I would guess-these kids, I know, graduated in 1987.

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

So it was-and they were seniors then, so it was probably April of 1987 that he was
here. So you could fmd it real quickly.

Falcone: It's just that Chomsky's an unusual figure, because if the La Salle history book,
Dr. Rossi comes out with this book, and if it just so happens to mention, you know,
maybe at the most, you know, the highest intellect-the most important public
intellectual in the entire world, it won't be-surprise me if he was in the book. But
then again, it would surprise me if he wasn't.
Strieb:

I don't think Rossi talked to me about that at all.

Falcone: Yeah, well 1-right.
Strieb:

He was asking me about Anti-war stuff when he interviewed me, and so I don't think
that that came up but I don't remember.

Falcone: Yeah. It's just that I think, like if a prolific philosopher had, had been at the, at the
campus, that-it's amazing how that could be included, or how just some people don't
even know about it.
Strieb:

Yeah. Well Rossi, you know, there's a guy named John Lukacs who's the historian
who you may have heard of who's done a lot of stuff on Churchill and the Second
World War who's Hungarian and who taught-his teaching career was all at Chestnut
Hill College.45 , 46

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

But he just-that was a place for him to, to be able to teach and, and to sort of lay low
and be able to do a lot of his writing. And he is considered a very important historian.
I, I have some questions about some stuff, but I don't want to talk about that.

Falcone: Right.
LaSalle Professor John Rossi is currently finishing a book on LaSalle
John Adalbert Lukacs (born Lukacs Janos Albert on 31 January 1924) is a Hungarian-born American
historian who has written more than thirty books, including Five Days in London, May 1940 and A New
Republic. He was a professor of history at Chestnut Hill College (where he succeeded Erik von KuehneltLeddihn) from 1947 to 1994, and the chair of that history department from 1947 to 1974. He has served
as a visiting professor at Johns Hopkins University, Columbia University, Princeton University, La Salle
University,Regional College in British Columbia and the University of Budapest, and Hanover College. A
self-proclaimed reactionary, Lukacs often holds views that many consider idiosyncratic.[1] (WikipediaBio.)
45

46
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But he, he's quite eminent, and in fact, there's a book that just came out about his
dealing with...who? Somebody really important, and I forget who it is. I mean, I just
read about it in the last few weeks, a review of it there might be stuff in the New York
Times book review actually; that may have been where I read about it. The guy's name
is John Lukacs.

Falcone: Okay.
Strieb:

And you could look it up there. But he-Lukacs taught at La Salle as an adjunct for
many years. The History Department would bring him in, and so you could ask Rossi
about-yeah, Rossi knows all about that. Rossi would know ...

Falcone: Oh, I know; he's good.
Strieb:

And ...

Falcone: How is it-over the years, like, from start to finish or-how do you-what differences
do you see-not just at La Salle, but, like, on education as a whole or the university
level or, is college-does it go in cycles where, like, they're preparing kids for
business and not the humanities?
Strieb:

Well, I haven't seen a cycle.

Falcone: Oh.
Strieb:

I mean, what I've seen is, at least here, much less interest in the liberal arts. For
example, when I, when I came here, we would get about 40 kids a year coming in as
physics majors, and within a semester most of them would be gone, but we'd wind up
with eight or ten. And the number gradually declined until about probably 18 years
ago now. We had to cease the physics major; there just weren't any students. Yeah.

Strieb:

So-and there were people in the faculty that got very upset about that-how can you
have a liberal arts institution with no physics major.

[16:18]
Falcone: Right, it's not a university.
Strieb:

We didn't have any physics majors. There were no bodies there to do that with. And
there had been rises of things like the business school and computer science, although
I don't think computer science is that strong in numbers now. Communication
Department, the Education Department-certainly the Nursing Department is-didn't
exist--nursing school, rather-didn't exist 25 years ago, or so. That is, I think, a very
important thing for the university now-for the university's survival.
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Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

So there have been-there's big changes. Much less emphasis on liberal arts, and
we've become a university, and that has, I think, you know, we-when I came here,
we were a four-year liberal arts college, primarily, with a sort of business--minor
league business school.

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

And so the emphasis was primarily on liberal arts kinds of things.

Falcone: Yeah. Well, when was the last year of La Salle College? Was it the 80s? 70s?
Strieb:

When we became a university-! would imagine it was sometime during the 80s we
became a university, but I'm not sure. (Strieb is correct here, it was 1984)

Falcone: And what does that mean, the difference? What's the difference?
Strieb:

Well, we offer graduate degrees now.

Falcone: Okay.
Strieb:

The faculty who teach graduate-! don't know if this has changed, but at least for a
long time, the faculty could teach graduate courses, get more teaching credit, than they
get-than those who teach undergraduate -in teaching undergraduate courses.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

So a graduate course might count one and a half times as much for teaching credit as it
does for an undergraduate course. I'm not-1 don't know the exact numbers, but-so
there was a-and there was more prestige attached-there's more prestige attached to
teaching a graduate course than teaching undergraduate courses. So and now, a very
substantial number of the people who are teaching-! don't know the figures, but a
very substantial number of the figures-of the people who are teaching introductory
courses are adjuncts, and are not-or are people who aren't on tenure track, which is a
relatively, you know, that's within the last 20 years, and we're no different from
practically everywhere else here. They come cheap, adjuncts come cheap. You don't
have to pay their health benefits and retirement stuff or anything like that.

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

And they don't have any say in what goes on. They're-you can just lay them off by
just not hiring them the next year.

Falcone: Well, an adjunct at Temple might be like a PhD student who-just happy to have a ...
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PhD student? A lot of adjuncts are PhDs, who can't get permanent jobs, and are
scooting from one university to another.

Falcone: All right.
Strieb:

They all have cars or bicycles or something, and they don't have offices. They tend not
to have offices, or office hours, because-and they're not paid very well. They're--it's
basically a minimum wage kind of job.

[19:20]
Falcone: Yeah. Yeah, that's frustrating.
Strieb:

They're getting considerably less than, for example, high school teachers or
elementary school teachers, in most cases. And without benefits.

Falcone: Yeah, that's trouble.
Strieb:

And no security at all. It's very bad. And that-a lot of American university education
is-has gone in that direction. And at the same time, tuition rates have gone up
tremendously, way high-much faster than inflation. And the reasons for that, I'm not
completely clear about, but partly I know they have to do with the fact that, that
students now demand all sorts of stuff that's part of their college experience that is
very expensive, like computer-all sorts of computer facilities, gym facilities, you
know, athletic teams, and then personnel to-student affairs personnel to staff at
dorms and things like that. When I came here, La Salle was about 20 percent resident
students and about 80 percent commuters, and that has reversed.

Falcone: Oh...... Yeah.
Strieb:

I am personally not sure that that has been a positive thing.

Falcone: Probably hasn't.
Strieb:

The faculty, for the most part, don't know what goes on in the dorms and don't want to
know what goes on in the dorms. They're--they'd be scared to death if they did, I
think. You've lived in dorms, right?

Falcone: Oh yeah.
Strieb:

So you know.

Falcone: I've seen a dorm, yeah. Yes. Is there English, philosophy, literature, art, history, music,
do you see a day when this isn't part of education, or is it already like that?
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Well it certainly-they're playing a much smaller role in, in what kids expect out of
college, I think. I understand the universities trying to put together a new core
curriculum, and it'll be interesting to see the role that they play. A lot of that has to do
with the politics of faculty, you know, trying to keep their jobs or keep their
department strong and stuff.

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

But there's also the question of what's important, and La Salle, at least, has become
much more of a kind of trade school, a business-you know, the business school
education majors are-that's one of our larger majors, I think, and they, their whole
senior year's devoted to student teaching. So they're not taking real courses then. And
then a lot of the rest of their courses are-they have almost no electives at all, maybe
no electives. I don't know. LaSalle Elementary Education majors are Elementary
Special Ed majors with a major in American Studies also, and they have to squeeze all
that into three years. And then they do student teaching. So, they're essentially
learning a trade.

Falcone: Right.
Strieb:

And they're getting a lot of education courses and things. And I don't know that the
extent to which that adds, that, at least, adds much to the liberal arts thing. The
American Studies part does, but that's really-the American Studies major, as I
understand it, is kind of based on the, the required courses that they have to take from
the core curriculum. It's patched together from that. And they turn that into an
American Studies major. But, yeah, things like art and music, I think, are-they're not
on the way out; I can't picture them ever being completely gone, any more than I can
picture Physics being completely gone. But I think that there's much less-there's
much more emphasis on practical stuff now than there was.

Falcone: Yeah. Like, especially in State-funded public high schools where physical education
can find a way to cut programs or art, music, it just-there just seems like there's a lot
more doing in school and less thinking, and I wonder if that has anything to do with
Vietnam Syndrome, or the-we, we learned that if you do teach children to think in
school, you're going to get some bad consequences.47
Strieb:

No, I don't think it's any kind of plot like that.

Falcone: Oh. Is the school. ..
Strieb:

47

The whole society is much more concerned about markets and about getting jobs and
making money than, than it was-I just read a book by historian Tony Judt who just
died this year ...

http://en.wikipedia.org/wikiNietnam Syndrome
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Falcone: Yeah, I heard about him.
Strieb:

... called lll Fares the Land, which is well worth reading, but it's about changes that
have occurred the last 30 years in our society, and, and it's upsetting. 48

Falcone: Yeah. I mean, George Orwell said that you've got to watch out for Big Brother and
censorship, Huxley talked about you have to worry about certainly those forces, but
not for those reasons, they're just-it doesn't matter if there are books; people don't
read them. I mean, it's not like-you don't need to burn them, they're just sitting ...
Strieb:

[Inaudible], yeah. I'm not sure what people are doing, though.

Falcone: Yeah.
Strieb:

It's very hard to get my students to read. I know that it has been very hard to get my
students to read.

Falcone: Yeah.
[25:10]
Strieb:

It has become increasingly difficult to get them to read.

Falcone: I'm just worried, as someone who's a younger person who aspires to going to Higher
Ed, and then by the time I'm ready to go into Higher Ed, it's going to be like a thing of
the past to study something that cannot have earning potential, or to study ...
Strieb:

Well, I don't think that that's going to quite happen, but. ..

Falcone: Okay.
Strieb:

I mean, it's not all going to turn into business school or anything like that.

Falcone: Well, I mean, West Chester University, they wanted to cut Philosophy because not
enough kids majored in Philosophy, so they wanted to do something with it or-and
all the professors and history, social science people were, you know, it's not a
university if you don't have Philosophy. You can't have a university without
Philosophy. So, they said, you have to figure out a way to get it somewhere.
Strieb:

48

Well, one of the economic things is that the-I believe this is true, because there was
talk about this 25 years ago around here-if, if you want to get rid of faculty-faculty
have tenure, or at least used to have tenure; now there are many more untenured
people, or people who aren't untenured-but if you want to get rid of tenured people,

http://www. amazon.com/111-Fares-Land-Tony-JudUdp/1594202761
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what you basically have to do is discontinue the whole department. And I suspect that
may have been what was going on there. That if they wanted to ...
Falcone: Oh, right.
Strieb:

... you know, they would just chop the whole department. No more Philosophy
department, and then those people are going.

Falcone: You can't furlough, you have to cut programs.
Strieb:

Yeah.

Falcone: Because it's against the law to furlough.
Strieb:

Yeah. I suspect that may have been what was going on here.

Falcone: You're probably right; that's a good point.
Strieb:

AAUP regulations or something. They didn't want to get in hot water with the AAUP,
which is a professional-American Association of University Professors. You're
interested in going into college teaching?

Falcone: Yeah, I would like to, yeah. I want to go to Temple, I think. After here.
Strieb:

So you would get a PhD in History?

Falcone: I want-I would like to, yeah, if I'm ...
Strieb:

What area are you interested in?

Falcone: I like public history. How local communities develop memory, and how it gets passed
and-l'm interested in those things, like the Bayard Rustin topic that I have with
Dr. Jarvenin, and just how that whole naming of that high school in West Chester was
a big fight, and what politics, you know, what-how that played a role in the friction,
for obvious reasons. And then, there's a number of people like Smedley Butlers from
the area; he, he was-he wrote that book, War is a Racket; he's just the--he was a
World War 1-yeah, World War I General that just totally went sour on the war and
was involved in the Roosevelt plot-the business conspiracy to overthrow
Roosevelt-he was one of the people they tried to attack Roosevelt; undermine his
efforts, and he refused to do it. Then he came out and he just exposed the whole
military establishment. So, there's no school for him.
Strieb:

Dr. Jarvenin, last September or October, came to our house with their two kids ...

Falcone: Oh yeah?
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... and dug in our backyard for fossils, for, for artifacts.

Falcone: Oh really?
Strieb:

Because our house is, is 220 or 230 years old, and there's like an old outhouse, place
where an outhouse was located. So she spent a day back there digging. Didn't find
much.

Falcone: I mean, what could she possibly have found? Like keys and-old keys?
Strieb:

Keys, pottery ...

Falcone: Oh.
Strieb:

Anything that they would have thrown into the ...

Falcone: Wow....That's interesting.
Strieb:

A lot of people have found stuff in, in the backyards in their neighborhoods-our
neighborhood.

Falcone: Oh really?
Strieb:

Yeah, it's the oldest part of the city.

Falcone: Oh, okay, there you go. And it was her interest in public ...
Strieb:

And her kids are in-well, her kids are interested in archeology.

Falcone: Oh, archeology.
Strieb:

At least one of her kids is. So she wanted them to dig, and they did for a half an hour
or an hour or something.

Falcone: That's funny.
Strieb:

Okay, are we done?

Falcone: Yes, that concludes the interview. Thank you very much.
Strieb:

Okay, you're welcome.

Falcone: I appreciate it.
[End of Audio]
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